Want to know? What's wrong with world finances? What to look for in the future? The most comprehensive research ever made: THE BANKER'S WAR AGAINST AMERICA. July 1983.

READ = and be informed. For the first time in your life.

"ANTICHRIST" PACKET = $1.75.

YOUTH ACTION, PO Box 312, ALEXANDRIA, Virginia 22313.

(Get some of their books. And know why the Lord will: "REWARD HER... DOUBLE according to her WORKS!" Rev. 18: ...)

THE GREATEST SIN OF BABYLON = which your leaders are not aware of = as the harlot of T8:250 shines up to them = wants to be:"RECOGNIZED" by them = dialogues with them = wants to be:"FRIENDS" with them = NEVER rebukes them = instead record their: "PUBLIC RELATIONS"=success stories = often the main thought at campmeetings = "WHAT A BLESSING WE HAVE RECEIVED! WISH YOU WERE HERE!" "SOON=SOON we will FINISH the work!" Do not have the faintest idea what the 'WORK' is. Is it:"UNITY?" Is it:"THE BANNER OVER US IS LOVE!" FROM=ANDERSON and their:"QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINE" Book thought it was the 3-fold union of:"KEY '73."

How blind can you get? UNITE WITH ETERNAL SHRILLING IN THE BOTTOMLESS PIT? FIRE and BRIMSTONE PRIESTS OF HELL! And call them:"CHRISTIANS!" Who echo the devil's first lie = and that was NOT in Eden. But unravel:"SANTA" and find:"SATAN!"= whose first lie was: "THE LAW CANNOT BE KEPT!" Sent to us on a tape by German:"REFORM"=a Ford TAPE. Now sweeping the ranks. The devil's first lie = in heaven! Echoed and re-echoed throughout adventism. Hudson said = there is nothing worse than:"MORAL BEHAVIOURISM!" Who do they owe allegiance to = ???)

Heppenstall now put in charge of Andrews by Wilson = "THE CURSE OF WORKS!" Is this Rev. 18? TM 300,507. -1-
Prominent among the Signs of the "END OF TIME" is:
(1) The DANGER of a NUCLEAR HOLOCAUST.
(2) The BIBLE records a GREATER DANGER=a World-Wide "PESTILENCE." BACTERIAL GERM WARFARE=that will get out of Hand and take FOE and FRIEND alike. Together with REVOLUTION. Isa.28:22. 10:23. Jer.8:2. 14:12.

"I saw that those who had the means, were required to help speed those Messengers, that God had called to labor in His cause, and as they went from Place to Place, (NOTICE! NOT from CHURCH to CHURCH=the CHURCH does not want this Message!) from Place to Place, they would be SAFE from the PREVAILING PESTILENCE... Soon the DEAD and DYING will be all around us. I saw that some will be so HARDENED, as to even make sport of the JUDGEMENTS OF GOD (MIKE CLUTE = of:"SATAN") = the JUDGEMENTS OF GOD. THEN the SLAIN of the LORD will be from one End of the Earth, to the other; they will not be LAMENTED, GATHERED, nor BURIED; but their ill savor will come up from the Face of the WHOLE EARTH. Those ONLY who have the SEAL of the LIVING GOD will be SHELTERED from the Storm of WRATH, that will soon fall on the heads of those who have REJECTED the Truth." In Hope, E.G.WHITEX. PT 32. RH A1:11. T1:268-270. (Take it from ORIGINAL. RH A1:40. ARA 497.)

SIGNS

(3) This is Listed as:"THE FINAL WARNING." GC 603. That BEFORE the "STORM" = ADVENTISTS will keep SUNDAY on BILLY GRAHAM'S:"EASTER:" And the POPE'S: "XMASS." PORK EATING BRINSMEAD and CRANDALL will: "...abandon their position, and JOIN the ranks of the OPPOSITION." GC 608.

(4) As FROOM and WILSON told them to do=in their JOINT BOOK = "MOVEMENT OF DESTINY"=p.320-322. JOIN the HOLY ROLLERS. Another SIGN listed in SM 2:31,17. The full Story is from p.13 to 54. Ev.595. RH A2:85,120,233,245, 254,609. RH A1:194. What WILSON and his Lackeys have been Screaming for: POWER! POWER! POWER! Lord, we are the men of the Hour = Lord, grant us Thy POWER!

(5) To COUNTERACT that = we already have the Series of Testimonies that THEY will "GET=THE=POWER!" of SATANIC AGENCIES. As did **SOME*** at REDWOOD RETREAT = 1983. A Belly full of: "I AM SAVED=SEALED=HOLY=SINLESS!" GC 471-3. Some liked the COMPANY but did not like the MESS of a:"MESSAGE!" by TOM VAN ASPEREN.
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(6) The TRADE UNIONS will be one of the Agencies that will bring upon this earth a TIME OF TROUBLE such as has not been since the World began." COUNTRY LIVING 10. 1903.

These UNIONS are one of the Signs of the Last Days. Men are binding up in bundles ready to be burned." (Same) 11.

...the WISE will OBEY the COMMAND, "Get OUT of the Cities." "FROM CITY TO COUNTRY LIVING"=p.53.

(7) Put these SIGNS all together and we see the REASON for the CHURCH going to the STATE(GC 443 to 445)=to bring about a ONE WORLD CHURCH and a ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT. Led by Adventists when they get the:"POWER!"=they are now Praying for. When the SEALING passes them by = SATAN will come down to lend his DIRECT POWER to those who have: "DEPART-ED=FROM=THE=FAITH." SM 2:54. T6:400-1. MM 88. GC 444.

(8) of 200 PREDICTIONS from the Pen of ELLEN WHITE = that is ALL that is left to go. As one Writer wrote in the R&H lately = when the SEALING passes by = "All HELL will break loose on Earth!" This will be:"SUDDEN!" and:"UNEXPECTED!" It will also be:"TOO LATE!" to do anything about it. No one will take the RIGHT SIDE then who does not take it NOW. Just a plain Fact. COL 411-5.

(9) Just before THAT = is the "MIDNIGHT CRY"=the LAST CHANCE for Adventists to break with a CORRUPT CHURCH and Obey the Cry: "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" and JOIN that MYSTERIOUS: "PROCESSION!" COL 406. Called:"COMPANY" in T1:182. Called: "THE PEOPLE OF GOD" in T1:179. Called: "GOLD" vs "DROSS"= "WHEAT" vs "CHAFF"= "TRUE BRETHREN" vs "MULTITUDES OF FALSE BRETHREN"=all this in T5:81 and the Page before says: "In the LAST SOLEMN WORK few great men will be engaged...HE=CANNOT=USE=THEM!...IN=THE=SHAKING=TESTING=TIME!" T5:80. Only one thing left to do: "BELIEVE IT!!!"


"Woe to the BLOODY CITY, to the pot whose SCUM is therein, and whose SCUM is not gone OUT of it!...She hath wearied herself with LIES, and her great SCUM went not forth OUT of her: her SCUM shall be in the FIRE!" Ezekiel 24:6,12. 22:18,30. ...and your Sons and your Daughters whom ye have left shall FALL by the SWORD." Ezekiel 24:21. Isa.3:25.

T1:270. (All MIXED UP=take it from ORIGINAL RH A1:40.)

Make your move = NOW! While you still can Sell. "Then they will be FREE in the Time of Trouble." EW 57. T9:135. PT 71-2. If WILSON will let you = find your way BACK to: "THE MOST HOLY PLACE!" THE=POWER=OF=SATANIC=AGENCIES= is promised from OUT of the Most Holy PLACE!" EW 56. 1846 BROADSIDE. This is our Religion. The PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH is the CHURCH "TRIUMPHANT!" WTF 14. EW 15. -3-
EXORCISM
ELDER BAUER TAPES: "THE DEVIL DON MADE ME DO IT!" Aug. 1983. Obtainable from: PO Box 1348, Jacksonville, OR 97530. Some revelations of VAN ASPEREN and SANTEE. Also the "EXORCISM" of Demons by ELDER HOFFMAN.

ELDER BAUER IS DEAD RIGHT: When he Warns that this could be DEMONOLOGY, That it could be putting DEMONS IN insted of DEMONS OUT! THE MACKIN CASE

Speaking of receiving the: "POWER!" and the "POWER" to cast out DEMONS. "...at the Close of this earth's History...some of the things that you have presented." SM 3:367. This was Nov.12,1908. Sr. White was not clear as to what to tell the MACKINS. Except she did not like what they were doing at all!

But on Dec.10,1908 = she wrote them: "Recently, in Visions of the Night...you have come to WRONG CONCLUSIONS...deceiving yourselves and deceiving others...You have even supposed that POWER is given you to cast out DEVILS. Through your influence...men and women are led to believe that they are possessed of DEVILS, and that the Lord has appointed you as His agents for CASTING OUT these EVIL SPIRITS...I was compelled to meet...in 1844, will be REPEATED=IN=THESE=LAST=DAYS. I had to go from Place to Place and bear Message after Message to disappointed companies of believers...and men and women were FREED=FROM=THE=BALEFUL=INFLUENCE=OF= FANATICISM=AND=DISORDER...you are starting on a FALSE SUPPOSITION. There is much of SELF woven into your exhibitions. SATAN=WILL=COME=IN=WITH=BEWITCHING=POWER, through these exhibitions. It is high time that you call a HALT....You are certainly on a FALSE TRACK NOW....The work of declaring persons POSSESSED of the DEVIL, and then praying with them and PRETENDING to cast out the EVIL SPIRITS, is FANATICISM...I was shown that we must give NO ENCOURAGEMENT to these demonstrations..." SM 3: 376-8.

ELDER BAUER IS DEAD RIGHT: When he Warns that living as you please = and then asking to be set Right by the "EXORCISM" of another = could be and is a SIN = if God expects YOU to FIGHT = even: "INCH by INCH"=to regain your Manhood or Womanhood. EASY "CONVERSION" without EFFORT = may be an EASY-STREET to POSSESSION. A SUBSTITUTE for your own STRIVING=FIGHTING=OVERCOMING.

THE INDEX: You be prepared to:"RESIST!" is shown in one Reference after the other. This is CONTRARY to the SOPHISTRY of FRED WRIGHT who to "RESIST" was IMPOSSIBLE. SUCH counsel is DIRECT from the Devil. "We must put on the ARMOR and...RESIST!" T4:212.
WE WILL COME BACK TO THE BAUER TAPE.

WE PAUSE HERE TO ANSWER A QUESTION RAISED BY A GROUP IN CALIFORNIA RE CHRIST COMING ON EARTH. We may Wonder where all the Adventists are who should know the Truth = but they hold to one Truth above all other Truths. The same as the Jews of Old. The HIGH-PRIEST is ABOVE the Son of God. We will DIE rather than give up our HIGH-PRIEST.

So if OLD DODDERING SECOND-CHILDHOOD BED-TIME STORY MAXWELL WRITES A BOOK = "MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST"= featured by poor Old PIERSON = kept on during WILSON'S REIGN = we must go by the HIGH-PRIEST to the DEATH!

We cannot be an "ACCUSER" of such FINE FEATHERED "BRETHREN!!!"

We must FIGHT to the DEATH as the Jews did in Old Jerusa-
lem = to DEFEND EVERYTHING the HIGH-PRIEST imprimatur.

The SAME BLIND ALLEGIENCE the CATHOLIC gives to his POPE.

SO ONCE MAXWELL has Christ coming to HEAL with His "TOUCH" (MAXWELL p.78.) if Bro. Davis and Sr. Mary Rock Smith = EACH wrote over 100 Letters = sent out over 100 of the MAXWELL BOOK = the Greatest Bed-Time Story ever devised, that denies the whole Third Angel's Message =

THE ADVENTIST FORCED to CHOOSE between CHRIST and the HIGH-PRIEST = chose the HIGH-PRIEST. He could not "ACCUSE" such Wonder-
ful "BRETHREN!!!" "...in the SHAKING, TESTING TIME...

when MULTITUDES of FALSE BRETHREN are distinguished from the TRUE, then the HIDDEN ONES will be revealed to view."

T5:80-1.

SO THEY SEARED their own CONSCIENCE as with a HOT IRON = BROKE the FIRST = SECOND = and NINTH COMMANDMENTS = TESTIFIED to a LIE = (as did PIERSON-WILSON)=to stand by MAXWELL.

FORCED to Reply by a SECOND LETTER in some Cases = 99% "LIKED" especially Chapters 9 and 10 = (the WORST of all!)= rather than "ACCUSE" the beloved mythical "BRETHREN!!!" SO NOW we have those RAVING away about "CHRIST" coming ON EARTH!

To come on some "MOUNTAIN!!!" MY GOD! Have they all gone CRAZY? As CRAZY as MAXWELL? As PIERSON? As WILSON?

"MEET IT!!!"

We must meet it = NOT with ONE REFERENCE from ONE ANGLE but from several Angles. A=B=C.

(A)There IS a BEING = a MAJESTIC BEING = "COMING" from a FLYING SAUCER. This is the:"STRONG, almost OVERMASTERING DELUSION!" GC 624. (WOODS SNEERED at this Reference.)

(B)We are NOT to heed the Cries of: "LO, HERE!!!" and "LO, THERE!!!" "Wherefore if THEY(ADVENTISTS!) shall say unto you, Behold, He is in the DESERT; go not forth; behold, He is in the SECRET CHAMBERS; believe it NOT!" Matt.24:26.
"BELIEVE IT NOT!"

If you value your Soul = and the Souls of those who look up to you = you will have to start using:"LANGUAGE!" to make short-shift of these REPROBATES now coming in from every Corner. As though there is any Adventist alive who does not know the TRUTH of Christ's Coming. The JESUITS have surely taken over = and, WORSE YET = the TALMUDISTS. WHO REJECTED CHRIST THEN =

WHO WILL NOT REJECT this spurious Maxwell Jew "CHRIST" when he comes NOW! Out of a Flying Saucer. GC 624, 560, 593, 612. SM 2:51, 383. SR 394-5. TM 411. T5:698. ARA 147. "And he doeth GREAT WONDERS, so that he maketh FIRE come down from Heaven (to SDA 2 SM 54. MM 88) on the Earth in the sight of men. And DECEIVETH THEM that dwell on the Earth by the means of those MIRACLES which he had POWER to do in the sight of the BEAST; saying to them that dwell on the Earth, that THEY=THEY=THEY (GC 443-5) THEY should make an IMAGE to the BEAST." Rev. 13:13-4.

THE MAXWELL BOOK:

"So APOSTASY in THE CHURCH will prepare the way for the IMAGE to the BEAST." GC 444. 1884 GC 278.

I do not know if Sr. Olga Compton of SACRAMENTO, California wants her name mentioned here as the Author of that PHONE CALL = this day = Sept. 25, 1983 = but it is a GOOD THING that SOME ONE IS ALIVE = that they are not ALL DEAD=

to this simple Question.

QUESTION (1) = does Christ touch the Earth when He comes?

QUESTION (2) = is there a Being that DOES touch the Earth when HE COMES? And should we BELIEVE IT? Or: "BELIEVE IT NOT!" = who would have EVER BELIEVED that we would have to ask that Question among so-called: "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!!

NOW FOR THE YOUNG ONES

on the List = and for the Ministers now graduating from Andrews = who NEVER=ID=LEARN how to Study = the way to do this = is to go to this Text = Rev. 13:13-4. Or Matt. 24: NOW GO TO THE FRONT PART of your INDEX = and look up these Texts. And what do you find? If you did this = you would NEVER have FALLEN for the HUDSON "AWAKENING" = 1960. You would have been ARMED and READY. Let's do this now:

"BELIEVE IT NOT!!"

"For there shall arise FALSE CHRIST'S and FALSE PROPHETS, and shall show great SIGNS and WONDERS; insomuch that, if it were possible, they would deceive the very Elect." EW 25. Matt. 24:24.

"EVIL MEN will give themselves over to believe STRONG DELUSIONS, that they may be DAMNED. These men will put on the Garments of SINCERITY and DECEIVE, if possible, the very Elect." T4:595.
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Who does not know that it is: "ANTICHRIST"=that is to: "COME!!" "FALLEN Angels upon earth form CONFEDERATIONS with EVIL men. In this age ANTICHRIST will appear as the TRUE CHRIST, and THEN the Law of God will be fully made void... the APOSTATE CHURCHES will UNITE." TM 62.

Tell this to WILLIAM G. JOHNSON=now EDITOR of the R&H. Sept.8,1983=he, like many others before him = "DOES=NOT=KNOW"="WHITHER THE WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES"=like some little Kid=still sucking on an All-Day Sucker=does not know this=does not know that=because he is still in the KINERGARTEN CLASS. Yet WILSON puts him at the Mast-Head of the R&H. Why does he write about the WCC if, as he admits = he knows NOTHING about it! He was:"SADDENED" to see the:""WATERING DOWN"" of the NEW TESTAMENT MESSAGE. WHAT DID HE EXPECT? WHAT DID HE LOOK FOR? LIKE FROM=-WILSON in their "KEY '73"=UNITED with THEM to give the "LAST MESSAGE?"

So, as so many others who write for the R&H = he does not want to:"JUDGE!!" them. "Nor do I dispute the GOOD WILL of the WCC and its LEADERS." p.10. My! What KEEN-ANALYSTS! "ONLY=TIME=WILL=TELL." p.12.

"Thus he virtually DENIES the MESSAGE SENT FROM GOD!" T5:711 to 718. "THE SPIRIT OF ANTICHRIST...as never be-fore...I know that MANY (TM 409) think far too favorably of the present Time. These EASE-LOVING SOULS will be en-gulfed in the GENERAL RUIN." T5:80. "These DUMB DOGS that would not BARK...all perish together!" T5:211.

LET US NOT PERISH WITH THEM:

"THE APOSTATE CHURCHES that UNITE in the exaltation of SATAN, the sentence will go forth,"Therefore shall her PLAGUES come in one Day, DEATH, and MOURNING, and FAMINE; and she shall be utterly BURNED with FIRE: for strong is the Lord God who JUDGETH HER!" (And so will His people.) TM 62. (FIND what is MISSING on this Page = find it in RH A3:83 to 90. "BABYLON!")

The TRUE CHURCH = who: "WILL BE (FUTURE TENSE!) WILL BE the object most dear to God on Earth." TM 20.

The TRUE CHURCH will give the Message of Rev.18 = that they REJECTED in 1888. And when it comes again = they will not even know WHAT=IT=IS! TM 300,507. Do we go by BLIND Leaders of the BLIND? SATAN will Fool those who WANT to be FOOLED. T5:698. SM 2:87,388.

"If men are so easily misled, how will they stand when Satan shall personate Christ, and work MIRACLES?..."Go ye NOT after THEM." BC 1:1114. -7-
(WE SPENT HOURS = DAYS = looking for the Reference that Sr. Compton wants = a Reference that says Christ does NOT touch the Earth. If anyone has it - will you send it in? We could not find it. We find that SATAN will "TOUCH" the Earth and be seen around the World in his Role as:'HEALER!' SM 2:54. MM 88. This will FOOL ADVENTISTS. SM 2:53. GC 624.)

Although we do not have a DIRECT Reference that Christ does not:"TOUCH" the Earth when He comes = we do have a Myriad of TEXTS and REFERENCES that the Saints:"MEET their Lord = in the AIR!". That it is the ANGELS that:"GATHER" the Saints from every Corner of the Earth = and bring the Saints to:"MEET the Lord in the AIR!" This should really be sufficient. But we know from many Years of Experience = that even if we found a DOZEN References that He does not "TOUCH" the Earth = this would slide off their Books like WATER off a DUCK. And they will HANG on to their DELIGHTFUL DELUSIONS of the Lord coming to some:"MOUNTAIN." HIGH PLACES.

It was always the way of HEATHENISM and APOSTATE ISRAEL to worship the:"HIGH PLACES" and there set up their:"IDOLS." Isa.57:7. Eze.18:6. IDOL WORSHIP in HIGH PLACES or:"MOUNTAINS." Jer.3:23. The most LOFTY and POWERFUL ENEMIES. Isa.41:15.

CARMEL

This is why ELIJAH met them on their favorite "MOUNTAIN", there to show their:"POWER!" or lack of it. Josh.19:26. SOLOMON built "HIGH PLACES" to the gods of the AMMONITES and MOABITES for his IDOLATROUS WIVES. 1 Kings 11:1,7.

Mountains are a Refuge for the Saints, but to the Wicked they will be a DEATH-TRAP. "And I will fill his MOUNTAINS with his SLAIN MEN..." Eze.35:8. "...their SLAIN MEN shall be among their IDOLS round about their ALTARS, upon every HIGH HILL, in all the Tops of the MOUNTAINS... where they did offer sweet savor to all their IDOLS." Eze.6:13. They will End up calling on their beloved: "MOUNTAINS" to Fall on them. Luke 23:30. Rev.6:16.

MIKE CLUTE and FRED WRIGHT

"...BURING MOUNTAINS pouring forth FIRE and FLAMES, and TORRENTS of melted ore, drying up Rivers... (even up to here, 150 Miles from MT. ST. HELENS)...spreading RUIN and DESOLATION, the stoutest heart has been filled with TERROR, and INFIDELS and BLASPHEMERS have been constrained to acknowledge the infinite POWER of GOD... Thus GOD will DESTROY the WICKED from off the Earth. But the RIGHT-BOUS will be PRESERVED..." PP 109,110. -8-
INTERLUDE.

Sept. 24 to Oct. 8 = this is now just over 2 weeks since this Paper was started. We have now received a Copy of "LIMBOLINE"=Sept. 17, 1983. Vol. 9, No. 19.

CHURCH OF THE ADVENTIST FELLOWSHIP, P.O. Box 4472, Glendale, CA 91202. EDITOR: John B. Craven.

THIS IS THE KIND of Publication that saviors printing Articles like the lead ing:"ANONYMOUS LETTER TO THE EDITOR" - no Name given. 3 page by a:"DISILLUSIONED ADVENTIST." 3 pages of Muck.

I will let you in on a Secret. I knew of these Arguments = had Volumes of them stowed away for many Years = (perhaps over 40 Years) = by the Pen of BALLenger, who quoted JONES and WAGGONER = when they became the Greatest Enemies of the SOP there ever was. They hammer at:"BALLenger" but somehow AVOID the FACT that BALLenger was mostly quoting JONES and WAGGONER. But they AVOID this IMPASSE because they believe the SAME as JONES and WAGGONER after they gave up the Faith and went over to "LIVING TEMPLE." Which URIAH SMITH did = FROOM did = ANDERSON did = and most all the Rest of the Peek.

After BALLenger died = in recent years MOTE took over the EDITORSHIP of the "GATHERING CALL" which NUMBERS and FORD and BRINSMEAD and 10,000 others use as their "GOSPEL." BALLenger turned against ELLEN WHITE to go BACK to the Hog-Wallow of PENTECOSTALISM and ETERNAL HELL-TORMENT as the "GOSPEL!!" CLAMORING for "UNITY!!" and "LOVE!!" The Worship of a BEAST = only a CROCODILE would UNFEELINGLY give no never mind to the FLAMES of the Nether Regions.

ANYONE who goes BACK to HELL-TORMENT THEORIES = has denied the Faith and is WORSE than an INFIDEL. And this applies with equal force to any (such as FROOM-ANDERSON-RICHARDS=WILSON) who meet the BAAL-PRIESTS = not as EL- JAH did = but want to be recognized as:"EVANGELICALS!!" NOT ONE WRITER:

has pointed out that it is the:"EVANGELICALS" that will bring about "FORCE!!" "SUNDAY LAW!!" "PERSECUTION!!" Cannot Buy or Sell unless you have the EVANGELICAL:"MARK!!" All this in GC 443 to 445. "And what do we see just ahead? A World's Convention! EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE..." When THIS shall be gained...it will be only a STEP to the resort to FORCE...UNITING (in the QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINE BOOK and MD and "MAN.") UNITING upon such points of Doctrine as are held by them IN COMMON, shall influence the STATE to ENFORCE their DECREES...then PROTESTANT AMERICA will have formed an IMAGE..." GC 445. 1884 GC 278.
We have met them in the Colleges — we lost sight of them for 50 years — we see them come up again and join: "GOOD NEWS UNLIMITED" = (EDWARDS=SMUTS VAN ROOYEN)= "EVANGELICA" = (CRANDALL=LABRECQUE)= "VERDICT" = (BRINSMHEAD=DURST=ZWEMER= JARNES) = "SPECTRUM" = "FORUM" and those who uphold = (FORD= NUMBERS) including others who quote F.F. BRUCE = "ANDREWS" = "R&R" = "SDA MINISTRY = "THESE TIMES" = young ignorant SDA FRY = and we declare there is more hope for the HEATHEN than for these SDA INFIDELS who make the Word of God of NO EFFECT.

THAT IS WHY this young FRY can SCOFF = SNEER = RIDICULE the Sop but the Sop had them PIN-POINTED before they were BOMEN!

"Very many Youth... may have the NAME of having a COLLEGIATE EDUCATION, but in reality they are only EDUCATED DUNCES!"  FCE 44.

"...bright ideas of INTIDELS... prostituted their powers in the service of evil, and laid their TALENTS at the feet of the Enemy... who CLAIM to be "CHRISTIANS", who PROFESS to "BELIEVE" the Truth, and yet drink at the polluted Fountains of INFIDELITY." FCE 170-1.

"...EDUCATION that the World esteems so highly, are gradually led further and further from the Principles of Truth until they become EDUCATED WORLDLINGS." 536.

"It will result in sending forth to the World, in place of CHRISTIAN WORKERS, a Company of EDUCATED INFIDELS:"


HOW THEY OPERATE—

(1) Their eyes get big with WONDER when they run into the learned dissertations of 1,000 Years of clever Fables and Old Wives' Tales by the Great Men of the World = in Education = Philosophy = and = Sophistry.

(2) Thinking they have discovered something WONDERFUL= they become Agents of the Devil in bringing this into the Ranks of Seventh-day Adventists. As they follow the History of Israel.

(3) Let it be Remembered = and = NEVER forgotten = that ISRAEL went astray when they THOUGHT and TAUGHT that THEY should RULE the World. They came to Christ with this Plan of World Conquest. When He turned them down = this was an Insult too great to Bear. So they Crucified Him.

(4) For some 30 odd Years = Judgment would linger = but in the Testimony of Jesus in Matt. 23 = He told them what they were = "WOE UNTO YOU!" = BLIND HYPOCRITES = FOOLS = GENERATION OF VIPERS = SERPENTS = GRAVES = for which they will suffer the:"ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION!" Matt. 24:15.
(5) Some 30 years later it hit. Their UNHOLY "CHURCH" was destroyed. Not one stone remained on the other. Did the Jews repent? They rather gave up ALL RELIGION: In a CBC-TV Documentary from Israel = over 85% declared themselves to be: "ATHEISTS!" Just another word for: "INFIDELS!"

(6) They have the SAME: "WORLD CONQUEST" ideas! NEVER GIVE-UP! RED BOLSHEVIKISM is their baby. REVOLUTION is their Game. They will yet pull the ATOMIC TRIGGER. They have done so already. Getting ready to again repeat HISTORY.

(7) The ORIGINAL 1884 GC 37(GC 36) said the Visitation on the UNHOLY "CHURCH" will be Repeated. This is again the "TESTIMONY OF JESUS." CHANGED by SDA INFIDELS and WORLD CONQUEST: "ATHEISTS=Nihilists." Watch them take off and lead the WORLD after the sealing takes place. "So apostasy in the CHURCH will Prepare the way for the IMAGE to the BEAST!" GC 444. SHE DID NOT SAY this would take place in her Day. The "TESTIMONY OF JESUS" is a PREDICTION of what is Coming! So why should she "FLEE!" before the Time? She said WHEN to: "FLEE!" 1884 GC 445.

They cut that Sentence in Half! Find it in your GC 616 - find the OTHER HALF of that Sentence = 10 pages away! on p.626. EXAMINE it closely and see the CONTEXT. What a WONDERFUL "IMPROVEMENT!" By SDA "INFIDELS!" Who no more "BELIEVE" the TESTIMONY OF JESUS = than did their COUNTER-PARTS in the CITY DOOMED for DESTRUCTION for all who do not: "FLEE!" "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" He is on the OUT-SIDE. He will: "PASS BY!" "The END is come upon My people of Israel; I will not again PASS BY them any more. And the SONGS of the Temple shall be HOWLINGS in that Day, saith the Lord God: there will be many DEAD BODIES in every place; (THEY GIVE A "LOUD CRY") they shall cast them forth with SILENCE!" Amos 8:2,3.

SOME OF YOU will be offended at what we write. We are only too well aware of what you would LIKE to HEAR. Like the Jews of old, how you are going to "WIN!!" in the: "LOUD CRY!!" Which you will NEVER give. Or it may be on some other Point. Or two. We are well aware you would LIKE us to CHANGE our Testimony to please YOU. But we do not serve your SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN. (NOT a "CHURCH!" at all.)

FOUND ON THE PAGE your Preacher will NEVER QUOTE - neither will FROOM or WILSON. Not TM 15 but the NEXT PAGE is where you will find the BIG ONE = also called: "CHURCH!" as well as the: "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN!" TM 16. COR 100. MB 94-5. SM 2:107,110. RH A4:243. (See the DIFFERENCE!)
WE HOLD NO BRIEF

for SDA "LIMBOLINE" INFIDELS: Who follow NUMBERS-BRIDGEFORD-GOLDSWORTHY-RAE-FROOM-NICOLS-WILSON-
and other "INFIDELS" who deny the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" who forever SWITCH from one Position to the next. As
REEDS blown in the WIND = their FEET in MUD.

Neither this nor that. THIS one Day = THAT the next.
CLAIM to believe the 10 VIRGIN PARABLE = and act as
AGENTS for TAPES and PUBLICATIONS that see this:"SYNA-
GOGUE" going thru! and will have to be among those
who: "SAY they are JEWS=and ARE NOT, but do LIE, behold,
I will make them to come and worship before thy feet."

EW 30 = based on EW 15. WTF 14.

These are: HIRELING PRIESTS." EW 124. TEACH as they are
PAID. WTF 14 and EW 15 tell us they will "BOWL" at the
FEET of the PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH! Read it for yourself
and SEE. TRACK IT DOWN = who are the 144,000? Who has:
"GOD, NEW JERUSALEM" on their FOREHEADS? Where are these
Words found in YOUR BIBLE? Under what:"CHURCH" is Rev.
3:12? Rev.14:1.(Some Bibles connect the two.) See under
PHILADELPHIA the: "HOUR OF TEMPTATION." Rev.3:10.
WHAT IS THE: "HOUR OF TEMPTATION?" Many will be con-
fronted by the SPIRITS OF DEVILS...will work MIRACLES...
Just before us is the "HOUR OF TEMPTATION." GC 560.
WHO STANDS IN THE "HOUR OF TEMPTATION?" "And for those
who in the midst of CONFLICT should maintain their Faith
in God, the Prophet was given the Words of COMMENDATION
and PROMISE: "I know thy WORKS: behold, I have set be-
fore thee an OPEN DOOR, and no man can SHUT it...I also
will keep thee from the HOUR OF TEMPTATION"=which shall
come upon all the World, to TRY them that dwell upon
the Earth." AA 588. (PHILADELPHIA=the CHURCH TRUMPH-
ANT! As ALL the PIONEERS BELIEVED!) GC 430. RH A3:44.
TM 446. T5:475.752.297,"THE ULTIMATE TRUMPH of God's
REMNANT CHURCH...a Sea of Glass...144,000 having His
Father's NAME written in their FOREHEADS." AA 590-1.
WHY MISS OUT? this is as Plain as A=B=C. WHY? "SELL YOUR
BIRTHRIGHT for a Mess of Pottage = the FRIENDSHIP of
the Lord's ENEMIES..." SM 2:166.

"LIMBOLINE" prefers BALLenger=CANRIGHT=and once again
the MAIN REASON for most who drop the SOP = is on accoun-
t of that 1844 "SHUT DOOR!" We offer $1,000.oo
for ANYONE who can "PROVE" ELLEN WHITE'S "VISION" of
a "SHUT DOOR" that she later had to have "ANOTHER VISION"
to correct the FIRST. BALLenger roared that out for
YEARS. The Adventists have NEVER REPLIED! Let them get
away with it. NAY! MORE!...
Aided and Abetted the BALLenger BUNCH = by TELLING them it is TRUE! PARR said that in his Letter to DUNCAN EVA, WILSON rewarded him by making PAAR = PRESIDENT of the AUSTRALIAN CONFERENCE. APOSTASY is REWARDED today. Now FORD=RAE=BRINSEMEAD have CLEAR SAILING in AUSTRALIA, With such "FRIENDS" = who needs ENEMIES? Before we get done with this Paper = we will take up the "SHUT DOOR" Question that "LIMBOLINE" features = along with a whole Catalogue of other BALLenger ARGUMENTS that we knew of but kept hidden for 50 Years. Now it is out in the Open again - and needs a REPLY. We were made for this Hour.

Now we go back to Christ coming to some "MOUNTAIN" by another Group in America. DOES CHRIST TOUCH THE EARTH when He comes? as MAXWELL said? in his Second Childhood BED TIME STORY called: 1970 "MAN." FEATURED by the PIErson= WILSON ADMINISTRATION. They want their "CHRIST" to come. And so he will. It is there in GC 624.

HOLY MOUNTAIN?
"The hour cometh," He said, "and now is, when the TRUE WOR- SHIPPERS shall worship the Father in Spirit and in Truth"... NOT by seeking a HOLY MOUNTAIN or a SACRED TEMPLE are men brought into Communion with Heaven." DA 189.

ANTICHRIST
"In this age ANTICHRIST will appear as the true "CHRIST", and THEN the LAW of God will be fully made VOID...to the APOSTATE CHURCHES that UNITE." TM 62. (Find MISSING PORTION RH A3:19-23, 83-90. "BABYLON!") GC 624

"And MANY shall follow their pernicious ways"..."ANTI- CHRIST!" PP. 686. "ANTICHRIST is to form his marvelous WORKS in our sight. So closely will the COUNTERFEIT resemble the TRUE, that it will be IMPOSSIBLE to distin- guish between them except by the Holy Scriptures." GC 593.

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES
"Then we which are ALIVE and REMAIN shall be CAUGHT UP together with them, to MEET the LORD(on a MOUNTAIN?)... to MEET the LORD in the AIR." 1 Thess. 4:17.

THE TESTIMONIES
"...we were CHANGED and caught up together with them to MEET the Lord in the AIR. WE=ALL=ENTERED=THE=CLOUD=TO- GETHER." EW 16. WTF 15. EW 110, 287. T1:60.GC 322.T6:404.

IN THE AIR.
We are to meet the Lord in the:"AIR!!" But no matter WHAT the Lord says= MAN has to contradict the Lord. And then IMAGINE that they have:"NEW LIGHT." What can we do for them? Very little. They will be of the same Opinion still. We close this Subject here and now. -13-
WITH ONE LAST OBSERVATION:

As BRINSMEAD = when he wanted to go along with HEPPENSTALL and DENY the: "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" in 1972 = for a Bribe of 1 MILLION or 2 MILLION $'s. (3 or 4 MILLION $'s by this Time.) =

BRINSMEAD began to see NO DIFFERENCE between CEREMONIAL LAW that Ended at the Cross = and MORAL LAW that remains for all Eternity. SO ALSO this YOUNG ADVENTIST FRY = ever seeking something NEW by which to magnify SELF =

PUBLIC RELATIONS.

"We CANNOT follow Jesus and retain the FRIENDSHIP of the World...At this time there comes to us a most solemn Message,"Come OUT from among them, and be ye SEPARATE."..."

"When we read the Word of God for the purpose of UNDERSTANDING it and responding to its claims, we shall not DESIRE to be ESTEEMED and HONORED by the World...

TELL THIS TO FROOM + ANDERSON:

"The ESTEEM of those who are not guided by God, who are not living in OBEDIENCE to the LAWS of His Kingdom, is VALUELESS...will come to NOTHINGNESS...it is FOOLISHNESS...

"SELF" is the god we worship when we do this...

HE CANNOT:

"He CANNOT work with those who are continually seeking for WORLDLY RECOGNITION". RH A4:319,320. July 23,1901.

AS BRINSMEAD:

became CONFUSED as to the 2 LAWS = so also this Group who saw NOTHING WRONG in MAXWELL calling on the ANTI-CHRIST to "COME!" and "HEAL" with his "TOUCH!!"(MAN p.78) = MIXING the THIRD COMING after the 1,000 years = with the SECOND COMING = as also did HMSCR =

So also this Group = read of the THIRD COMING and MIX it up with the SECOND COMING.

IN THE THIRD COMING:

For 1,000 Years this Earth is CURSED with SATAN and his DEMONS = and then DOUBLY CURSED with the WICKED BUSY in building HUGE FACTORIES to fabricate ATOMIC WEAPONRY to take the CITY. Some 100 Years to do this =

SPEAKING OF THIS PERIOD:

"Among our Workers are some who feel that a great object would be gained if their feet could tread the soil of OLD JERUSALEM. But God's cause and work will NEVER be advanced by His workers wandering about to find where Jesus traveled and wrought His miracles...The City of JERUSALEM is NO LONGER a "SACRED" Place. The CURSE of God is upon it...and NEVER AGAIN will it be a SACRED PLACE until it has been CLEANSED by the PURIFYING FIRES of Heaven. AT=THE=TIME when this sin-cursed earth is PURIFIED from every stain of Sin..."
"CHRIST will AGAIN stand upon the MOUNT of OLIVES. As His feet rest upon it, it will part asunder, and become a great Plain, prepared for the City of God." RH A4:321. July 30, 1901.

Are we to Fall for THAT = as taking Place at His SECOND COMING? Let's have some SENSE! And not Fall for EVERY-THING that comes in the GUISE of "NEW LIGHT!"

NEW LIGHT

Some of which is coming mighty close to Home. THE SUBJECT of the BAUER TAPE. "EXORCISM" of DEMONS! TWICE for SANTEE. We are asked about:"SANTEE." What about his "LAST TAPES?"

We have them from 2 Sources. From Sr. Haworth of Oregon. From the Malcoms of Washington. "A CALL TO THE SEVEN CHURCHES!" 1983 by W. SANTEE.

One wrote = not to Listen to TAPE 2. Another said: "...the man who still must have cancer of the brain."

SANTEE

A strange Development took place. Fritz Alseth was on a tear to go see SANTEE. So I said, Alright= you make the arrange-ments, I will do the Driving. Some of the Santee Group = were here. With the Davises. Since they are without a Phone down there = it was arranged that they would Phone the Davises and make an Appointment. Davises notified us. We should come = (a little over half an Hour's Drive)=at 2:30. I believe that was on a Sunday.

We came, right on Time. The people who Phoned - were not there, no where in Sight. So we stopped at a House to ask our way. This family (total Strangers)=told us to wait here, arrangements were made that we should meet here. We were ushered into a tiny Alcove somewhat Bigger than 3 feet Square. The Family was having Dinner. At 2:30. We waited and waited, there was no Rush to finish. FINALLY they came. What for, I do not know. But it seems we hit it off on the Subject of MARTIN = of the BARNHOUSE=MARTIN EPISODE.

Somehow the people who invited us = came along about 1½ hrs. later. We met outside. Then we went to an outside Shop = we split into 3 Groups. Finally it was one. Just as we were about ready to go Home = Fritz found out that Santee lives about 300 or 400 Yards from where we were. This was about 8 P.M. The Davises had to get Home. But Fritz just HAD to see Santee. So away we went. I took this to be a DELIBERATE INSULT and PLAN. So when Sr. Santee greeted us = I said:

"This is Hello and Good-Bye! we have to go."

This was, of course = BEFORE we had the TAPES. SANTEE TAPES and the BAUER TAPE. Before we knew what was going on. We got caught sort of in the Middle. I was NOT impressed. ONCE is enough. So much for the SANTEE GROUP.
RUMOR HAS IT:

Some one or ones built a Chapel for Santee. So many came to his Meetings, it left some Churches about Empty. So the Conference ordered Santee to Cease and Desist. Being a good Slave to men's opinions = he suddenly discovered that: "SPEW! OUT!" means: "GOING THRU!"

About the same Time = he discovered what you read on p.4. Mentioned on the Bauer Tape. I am not sure if it was Hoffman that exercised the Demons = twice. No. I do not feel sorry for those who want to Worship OUTSIDE of the Most Holy "PLACE"! With BRINSMEAD = WRIGHT or LESLIE HARDINGE. 1960 and again in 1970. They can go to HELL all by themselves. They were WARNED. But they, like Israel of Old = do not hear very well. Or walk proudly by. In need(?) of "NOTHING!" Things are happening FAST now. I made some Notes = but I am not going by them, perhaps I should.

PENTECOSTALISM

Herbert W. Armstrong hit it right on the Head. He had the SAME experience we did. The FIRST ones to come to his Early Meetings = QUICK to come and QUICK to go.

What he termed the "PENTECOSTAL" TYPE = looking for a New "HIGH"=to get Lukewarm again. Otherwise they Smother in the Draft of their own Coldness.

They "PROFESS"=they are good at "PROFESSING." But as Bachand said of them = they "BELIEVE"=the last one that spoke to them. In the End = to avoid Commitment=they CLAIM to be Adherents of the Church.

Fence Straddlers. Confused. As are their Leaders. Who they are = they do not know. Come to Meetings to express NO OPINIONS. Come to be ENTERTAINED. AMUSED. PLEASED.

The VAN ASPERENS know what they want = they want to be told that they have it made. They are SEALED=SAVED=HOLY. They lap up the "'BLESSD' ASSURANCE." That was CANRIGHT=BALLINGER=and JONES and WAGGONER went the same Route.

ELLEN WHITE called it the KD+A Religion.

KORAH, DATHAN, and ABIRAM

Does this give us a Clew? of the Days in which we live? What was the KD+A Religion? "The Congregation is HOLY, EVERY ONE of them!"...The FACTS relative to Korah and his Company, who rebelled against Moses and Aaron, and against Jehovah, are RECORDED for a WARNING to God's people, especially those who live upon the Earth near the Close of Time." SOP 1:297,306. ST 4:153. PP 403-4. T3:353,358,361. T5:66.

"They are indulging the VERY SAME SPIRIT as did KO-RAH, DATHAN, and ABIRAM, and as did the JEWS in the Days of Christ...Woe unto you, Scribes and PHARISEES, HYPO-CRITES!" TM 78-9.
HOLY FLESH
The Half has never been told of the Adventist involvement with "HOLY FLESH." WHO started it, and WHY. Why does HOEHN switch from SANTEE to "HOLY FLESH?" HOEHN did not Switch = AT ALL!

Sooner or Later = SOONER is more likely these people ALL end up with JONES and WAGGONER = AFTER they went into 1900 Indiana "HOLY FLESH" = as a Stepping Stone to "LIVING TEMPLE" in 1903. JONES and WAGGONER signed their Names to BOTH. And wrote MUCH of what BALLINGER printed. I knew this = but kept it hidden for over 50 Years. I knew that FEW, if any = would Understand it. Certainly FROM=RICHARDS=ANDERSON did not. Though through clenched Teeth they had to ADMIT it. LEF=MD 524,619.

2 KEY REFERENCES
"...its advocates CANNOT SIN; that since they have HOLY FLESH, their actions are all HOLY...The things you have described as taking place in INDIANA, the Lord has shown me would take place JUST BEFORE the Close of Probation...The POWERS of Satanic agencies blend with the din and noise, to have a Carnival, and THIS is termed the "HOLY SPIRIT'S" working...They cannot tell what they formerly knew regarding Bible principles. NO ENCOURAGEMENT should be given to this kind of Worship." SM 2:32,36-7.RH A1:217,264,267.

"My Message to you is: No longer consent to LISTEN without PROTEST to the PERVERSION of Truth. UNMASK the PRETENTIOUS SOPHISTRIES...NOTHING but a determined EFFORT will break the Spell...Be not deceived; MANY will depart from the Faith, giving heed to seducing spirits and doctrines of Devils. We have now before us (1904) the ALPHA of this Danger. The OMEGA will be of a most startling nature..."MEET IT firmly, and without delay." SM 1:196-7,200.

THERE WE HAVE;
our Work cut out for us. HOW can we: "MEET IT!" unless we know what it is? It is people = coming to Meetings = which are RAW OPEN SPIRITUALISM! Can you come to a Meeting and "FEEL" it? by "VIBRATIONS?" The Disciples after 3 Years with the Son of God = DID NOT KNOW who the Deceiver in their midst = was. They rather distrusted THEMSELVES. "Is it I?" So what is this "TESTING" of "SPIRITS?"
CHRIST DID NOT RECOGNIZE SATAN!
"SATAN came to Christ as an Angel from the Courts of Heaven. It was by his WORDS, not by his APPEARANCE, that the Saviour RECOGNIZED the Enemy..."IF thou be the Son of God..." In quoting this Scripture, Satan LEFT OUT...WORDS." RH A5:528. July 22,1909. T4:165. WATCH! those who leave out WORDS! or ADD to them.

-17- REv.22:18,19.
in Preparing these Papers = I have 2 or 3 or even more = Sets of Notes. Then I end up going by NONE of them. Or, I should rather say = by ABRIDGING all of them.

SOMETIMES

THESE 2 KEY REFERENCES:

What were these Movements? Sparked by these 2 Teachings?
"The Congregation is HOLY!" (And ADD to that:) "Every ONE of them!" THAT is not Religion = that is INSANITY! It is HUMANISM. It is the ALPHA of:"I AM SAVED!" that goes into the OMEGA:"I AM SEALED!" Only an ADVANCEMENT of the same Theme. But like the "HOLY ROLLERS"=who get a HIGH on these: "DOCTRINES OF DEMONS"=the OMEGA = like PSYCHOLOGY in modern Medicine adds DRUGS in: "PSYCHIATRY!

SO THE OMEGA will advance beyond the 1903 "ALPHA"=by Satan adding his: "POWER!"="HEALINGS!" and "MIRACLES!" SM 2:54. MM 88. And these References tell you exactly WHO gets this: "POWER!" that WILSON is now PRAYING for. They are to get it OUT of the Most Holy "PLACE!" "I saw one after another LEAVE the Company who WERE praying to Jesus in the HOLIEST, and go and JOIN those before the (vacated) Throne, (95% of "Reform" in 1960=took up with the HUDSON=BRINSMEAD=WRIGHT=PESTES CULT.) JUSTIFICATION=BY=FAITH in the "OUTER COURT!"

"...and they AT ONCE received the unholy influence of Satan." 1846 BROADSIDE. (LEFT OUT or CHANGED in EW 55-6.)

1960

So rather than go BACK with HUDSON into the 1960 Teachings = we:"RE-EXAMINE" the 1960 BRINSMEAD DOCTRINE to find out = (not what was RIGHT!)=but what was WRONG with the 1960 OCCULTISM.

A FALSE TRACK

"The Track of Truth lies close beside the Track of Error, and BOTH TRACKS may seem to be ONE = to Minds which are NOT=WORKED=BY=THE=HOLY=SPIRIT, and which, therefore, are not QUICK to DISCERN=THE=Difference between TRUTH and ERROR...The sin of PRESUMPTION lies close beside the VIRTUE of PERFECT FAITH and confidence in God...PRESUMPTION. Upon this point many souls are WRECKED. SATAN tried to deceive Christ through FLATTER, SM 1:202,282.

("I AM SAVED=SEALED=HOLY=SINLESS!" is:"FLATTERY!"=so is my Church=Leaders will see me THRU! Sr. White said: Strait thru to:"HELL!" RH A3:69. August 1, 1893.)

THIS Sin of KD+A is to be REPEATED just near the Close of Probation. SOP 1:306. (Already quoted in this Paper.) For those who are forever Writing that they sent to ABC as I said to do. YOU=DID=NOT do as I said to do. In 3500 Copies of:"A REMARKABLE DREAM."(Hell Tract.) I said on p.34=to ask for:"SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" Vol.4. Did you do that? You did not. You asked for 1884 Edition. And they told you they do not have it. TRY AGAIN. -18-
TO RE-CLARIFY:

There were 4 ORIGINAL BOOKS = all 4 called: "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY." All 4 also called:"THE GREAT CONTROVERSY"

Series of 4:

Because we began to Re-Print them = to steal our Thunder= to put on the Mask that they give us:"EVERYTHING." They Re-Printed them. In 1969. BATTLE CREEK STEAM PRESS:

"SPIRIT OF PROPHECY"=Vol 1. 1 = 1870. No matter what WHITE ESTATE tells you = this is ORIGINAL:"PATRIARCHS + PROPHETS." "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY"=Vol 1. 2 == 1877.

"SPIRIT OF PROPHECY"=Vol 1. 3 = 1878.

We call these the "INCARNATION" Books. Read and Mark these if you want the THRILL of finding out the Truth of the:

"INCARNATION." Along with Vol. 4 of their:"SIGNS OF THE TIMES" = (May now be out of Print.)

These 3 Books = EDITED BY JAMES WHITE = do not anywhere combine: "SINFUL" with "FALLEN" = human "NATURE" of Christ. Just a plain Fact. You have to go to the writings.EDITED. by URIAH SMITH to find:"SINFUL FALLEN" NATURE of Christ.

EGW: "His HUMANITY as combined with DIVINITY...It is a MYSTERY that is left UNEXPLAINED to MORTALS...The INCARNATION of Christ has ever been, and will ever remain, a MYSTERY...let every human being be WARNED from the ground of making Christ altogether HUMAN, such an one as ourselves for it cannot be." OD 652. BC 5:1128-9.

"He was to be revealed in HUMAN FORM...by taking the NATURE, but not the SINFULNESS of man." OD 651. ST May 29,1901.

"We should have no misgivings in regard to the perfect SINFLESSNESS of the human nature of Christ." OD 651. BC 5:1131. OD 658. YOUTH'S INSTRUCTOR, June 2,1898.

"SATAN...The MIRACLES and WORKS of Christ, he makes all HUMAN." (So do the JEWS and the MOHAMMEDANS.) SG 4:80.

"SATAN...the Saviour of the World he makes NO MORE than a common MAN." (Shall we do the SAME as the DEVIL?) 1884 GC 375. (Or call it SOP 4:375.) GC 557.

"The SPIRITS deny the DIVINITY of Christ, and place even the CREATOR on a LEVEL with themselves." 1884 GC 371. GC 557.

BUT AT CHRIST'S COMING:

"FIERCE LIGHTNINGS.leap from the Heavens, enveloping the Earth in a Sheet of FLAME...THE FALSE WATCHMEN."("WHAT OF THE NIGHT?")...are now overwhelmed with consternation, and shuddering in FEAR. Their WAILS are heard above the Sound of the Elements. DEMONS acknowledge the DIVINITY of Christ." 1884 GC 454-5. GC 638. (Why not now?)

"Christ brought HUMAN NATURE into a personal relation with His own DIVINITY. Thus He has given a CENTER for the FAITH of the Universe to fasten upon." TM 124.

-19-
TO REPEAT: and do not ever ask us this Question again: to get the ORIGINAL 1884 GC you do not ask for it as such. How can they ACKNOWLEDGE this = when URIAH SMITH and WILIE WHITE have listed the 1888 as the:"ORIGINAL!!" How can they now ACKNOWLEDGE there is an:"ORIGINAL" before the 1888 "ORIGINAL?"

So if you want the 1884 ORIGINAL = you ASK for SOP 4. "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" Book 4 or Series 4. Get it while you still can. Why not all 4? The Set of 4. That they REFUSED to PRINT until we did. THEN they took "HEALTH RESEARCH" to LAW. Cost him $30,000.00. How would YOU like that? But they LOST the CASE. So since they knew we would print OTHERS = to save Face = they printed them. CHEAPER and BETTER than we can. We do not get THOUSANDS in TITHES and OFFERINGS like they do. You can get these 4 ORIGINALS from them. From ABC or BBH. From the CONFERENCE. Is that now Clear? I hope it is.

The ADMINISTRATORS=SCHOLARS=THEOLOGIANS=even WHITE ESTATE=PEERS and QUEERS = INSULT us by quoting the 1888 as the:"ORIGINAL"=as they take her to task for the CRAZY "HISTORICAL RECORDS" given there = placed there by: URIAH SMITH and WEE WILLIE WHITE - bosom Pals. Worked hand in glove. We cannot explain this again. We have too many other things to attend to. GET THE ORIGINAL and COMPARE THE DIFFERENCE. If you have the TIME = it took us over 2 to 40 YEARS. We have not finished yet. Every week we discover something NEW. Why not YOU? Use your God-given INTELLIGENCE.


for "PROOF" of CHANGES in the BOOKS = do not ask that LYING PREACHER = but go to the OFFICIAL RELEASE by ARTHUR WHITE = "ELLEN G. WHITE = MESSENGER TO THE REMNANT" = 128 pages for about $2.00. See p.65,80. Or go to "VOICE OF PROPHECY = TREASURE CHEST!" = p.62. Or see WOODS in R&H. July 16,1975. p.11(847). Rub this in your Preachers face. And tell him that LYING is ONE of the broken COMMANDMENTS. "The CONTEST is between the COMMANDMENTS of GOD = and the COMMANDMENTS of MEN. In this Time the GOLD will be SEPARATED from the DROSS in the Church." (Leaving WHAT?) T5:81. (You expect these:"20-year Preachers" who have been LYING for 20 Years - SUDDENLY to know all about the TRUTH?) It is SURPRISING how many are now LEARNING from us. But will they HOLD to it? We shall see.)
ABOUT "CHANGES" IN THE BOOKS:
Some will jump the gun and "FIND" changes and go into Print. Saying so and so was LEFT OUT. But EXPERIENCE will show that this "LEFT OUT" portion is in the NEXT PAGE or 2 PAGES AWAY and yes, believe it or not = 10 pages away. SO=BE=CAREFUL = because if they catch their own in 100 LIES = they forgive it all. But they may not be that gracious with YOU. They will hold that against you = FOREVER and a DAY. They will NEVER=NEVER=NEVER forgive you. So be careful. It is not nice to have to ADmit to a MISTAKE. BE SURE = before you go into Print.--------

A DILEMMA:
In the Days in which we live = HOW to CONVINCE OTHERS OF the DANGER of going to LISTEN = to PROVEN:"FALSE PROPHETS!" False TIME-PROPHETS and false THEOLOGICAL-PROPHETS. Such as ADVENTIST LEADERS going to "DIALOGUE" with Princes and Merchants of BABYLON; HOLY PORK and HELL=PRIESTS. The Kind that ELIJAH knew how to meet. With a SWORD. Not to sit in their Class and say NARY=A=WORD. "NO LONGER CONSENT TO LISTEN WITHOUT PROTEST to the PERVERSION of TRUTH. UNMASK the pretentious SOPHISTRIES...for MANY are in DANGER... MANY will DEPART from the Faith, giving heed to SEDUCING SPIRITS and DOCTRINES of DEVILS. We have now before us the ALPHA of this Danger. The OMEGA will be of a most start-ing nature." SM 1:196-7. B2:15. CH 289. B7:56-7. Almost EVERY MEETING we have ever had = some one, once DEEP=IN=ERROR themselves = will challenge us. Almost EVERY MEETING they will come up with:"NO ONE WAS EVER CONVERTED BY FINDING FAULT WITH THEM!" Then the way to do it = is to AGREE with them? Is that the new BRINSMEAD WAY of win-ning:"CONVERTS?" Then WHO was converted = and to WHAT?

A SHE-WOLF
will make up to the Guard Dog = lead him on = deeper and deeper into the Bush = then several Wolves will pounce on him from all Sides. If he manages to get away = this is a Lesson he will never Forget. The "FRIENDLY" WOLF.
Christ called them:"SCORPIONS"="RATTLE-SNAKES"="Generation of VIPERS!". How to KNOW THEM? Some go to CATHOLIC GATHERINGS = or let it be SHINTOISTS = or any RELIGION or CULT = are they not all:"FRIENDLY?" CHARMING? SOCIA-BLE? You will NEVER know the DIFFERENCE as long as you AGREE with them. DISAGREE and then watch their KNUCKLES get WHITE as they clench them (and their Teeth) in RAGE! Calling on YOU = to show some:"LOVE!" BALAAM TYPE. You went there to "WIN" them? Or to be ENTERTAINED? Just take it all in? "But LIGHT and DARKNESS cannot Harmonize. Between TRUTH and ERROR there is an irrepresible CONFLICT. To uphold and defend the ONE is to ATTACK and OVERTHROW ---
the OTHER..."I came NOT to send PEACE, but a SWORD!"
GC 126. "CONFORMITY to worldly CUSTOMS converts the
CHURCH to the WORLD; it NEVER converts the WORLD to
Christ...He who CHOOSES to ASSOCIATE with the Servants
of SATAN, will soon cease to fear their Master...NEVER
was there a GREATER MISTAKE." GC 509. 1884 GC 328.

THE DANGER

"OBEDIENCE requires a SACRIFICE and involves a CROSS;
and this is why so many of the professed followers of
Christ REFUSED to receive the LIGHT from Heaven, and,
like the JEWS of Old, knew not the Time of their Visi-
tation. Because of their PRIDE and UNBELIEF, the Lord
passed them by, and revealed His Truth to(OTHERS).
GC 316. (See CHANGES here.) 1884 GC 201.

"The Truth and the Glory of God are inseparable; it is
IMPOSSIBLE for us, with the Bible within our reach, to
honor God by ERRONEOUS "OPINIONS."...the LIFE is MOUL-
ED by the "FAITH." If LIGHT and TRUTH is within our
reach, and we neglect to improve the privilege of HEAR-
ING and SEEING it, we virtually REJECT it; we are CHOOS-
ING DARKNESS rather than LIGHT." GC 597. (See how this
was messed around with = COMPARE with ORIGINAL 1884 GC
416. SORRY = I should have quoted from ORIGINAL = not
this 1911 PAPER). (Look it up and see WHY.)

(You want us to show you CHANGES? We never found ANY-
THING YET = that they "IMPROVED"= not one. Try this for
Example = COMPARE the following with how they BUTCHERED
this to AVOID the 4 pages they yanked OUT on the:"SNARES"
of Satan. How Satan would:"SNARE" Adventists. But this
just MIGHT be:"ACCUSING" some MYTHICAL "BRETHREN." So
it was yanked OUT. Now as you go PAST these 4 Pages =
EXAMINE the portions they DID LEAVE IN = but see how
they FUDDLED them up = MIXED them up = LEFT OUT = ADDED =
and otherwise BUTCHERED the Text.)

1884 ORIGINAL GC 337 to 340 yanked OUT. Sent to the Dump.
THEN COMPARE the REST of that Chapter = find for your-
self how they ran that through the Paper-Shredder and
stuck it together again. 1884 ORIGINAL GC 341 to 350;
COMPARE with your Book = GC 518 to 530. Now Clock your-
self to see how much TIME it took; to appreciate our
Work in checking over 20,000 pages. You will be tempted
to pass too quickly over some portions = and may MISS
the Important CHANGES = perhaps only ONE WORD. It takes
PATIENCE=TIME=DEDICATION to TRAP these SCOUNDRELS. And
there is no:"IMPUTING" about it. To:"IMPUTE" means to
INSINUATE or CHARGE FALSELY. If he was CAUGHT in the ACT
of RAPE = there was no:"IMPUTING" his:"MOTIVES." THEY
are the ones who "IMPUTE" us in order to DEFEND...-22-
their "CHURCH" and their "HIGH-PRIEST." WHAT WAS THE RIGHT CHRIST HAD WITH THE JEWS?

They wanted their "KINGDOM" on Earth. They wanted to REIGN over OTHERS. They wanted Christ to HEAL and FEED their Armies. This is the SAME SPIRIT of ADVENTISM. DENY them their: "RIGHT!!" = and you are in Trouble. If you check out CHANGES in the BOOKS and what they MEAN = you will soon enough discover WHY they YANKED OUT those 4 Pages of how Satan will "SNARE" Adventists. Then ADD to that WE WILLIE WHITE'S EXCUSE for WHY they did that. Not fit for Adventists of America to Read - he said. This evidence in the "SEMINARY COURSES:" Obtainable from WHITE ESTATE. You do not have to buy the whole Course = you can obtain separate Sheets on the various Subjects.

THE WHOLE ATTEMPT was to "PROTECT" you from "NEGATIVE" thoughts. You should know = (as the Jews knew in Old Jerusalem =) that the High-Priest and his Gang would WIN! There was no Room for any other Teaching. THEREFORE the 4 Pages had to come OUT!

It is always a THRILL = for one who imbied YEARS of BRAIN-WASHING by the High-Priest and his Lackeys = to get away from that MESMERISM = it is EASY to get them BACK again into that MESMERIZED STATE = witnesses SAMILY. And to settle for 'POSSESSION' by 'DEMONE' that he ever QUESTIONED such Fine-Feathered: "BRETHREN!!" THE CHURCH has employed this PLOY = again and again and again. DISFELLOWSHIP some HUDDLE: or some VAN ASPEREN = turn him into an overnight: "HERO!!" and win all the more = and then leave them grasping THINK AIR: = as he tells them to go "BACK!!" = to the "BRETHREN" he had been ACCUSING!! This worked well in the Past = why not try it again? "IT'S ALL THE SAME = IT'S IN THE GAME!!"

"The position that it is of no consequence what men believe, is one of Satan's. MOST SUCCESSFUL DECEPTIONS. He knows that the TRUTH, received in the love of it, SANCTIFIES the soul of the receiver, therefore he is constantly seeking to substitute false Theories, Fables, another Gospel. FROM THE BEGINNING the Servants of God have CONTENDED (not just SIT and LISTEN and take it all in but) have CONTENDED AGAINST False Teachers...With the CUNNING of the SERPENT, they entrenched themselves behind DISCONNECTEDutterances construed to suit their CARNAL DESIRES:...and then present their VAGARIES as the Teachings of God's Word...PAPAL LEADERS SELECT such PORTIONS of Scripture as best suit their purpose...Thus they err from the Faith, and are seduced by the Devil." 1884 GC 343-5. GC 520-2. "...POLICY, that they may not be at variance with the World." 346(523).
MODERN REVIVALS

Under the above Heading = we come to what we shall yet see is the GREAT "COUNTERFEIT" before a True: "MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" GC 464. 1884 GC 296.

The "COUNTERFEIT" will win the:"MULTITUDES"=GC 464. "...the MOB...the RABBI OF JERUSALEM...The IGNORANT RABBLE!" (Also called:"SENSELESS RABBLE.") DA 703,710,739. The High-Priest with his Gang = will win them. How can we Separate the Truth from the Counterfeit?

WE HAVE A LETTER

Praise the Lord! = she writes = that she is on the "right Path" = again. After wandering around for a Year in the Theological Wilderness. She is having the Eternal Argument with some = as Christ and His Disciples had with the Jews. Will the Laodicean Church go thru? She and Grandma says Laodicea WILL NOT! So she started a Study on the Question. And wants to know where to get the ORIGINAL BOOKS? Also the 6 Big R & H Article Books.

According to Elder Bauer = these 6 and the "SIGNS OF THE TIMES" have been discontinued. You just MIGHT get a Set from some SDA BOOK HOUSE that may have a Set left. Otherwise your Church should have one in their Library. That you could Loan. Or try the Second-Hand Book Stores. If you know the Page = you could get a Xerox Copy from any of the "HERITAGE LIBRARIES" = many New ones around the World.

WHAT IS THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE?

It is really very Simple. No High-Falutin Degrees needed. In Fact = EDUCATION is a HINDRANCE. As it was in the Days of Christ. He chose FISHERMEN. And again He will call those: "QUALIFIED rather by the Uetion of His Spirit than by the training of LITERARY INSTITUTIONS." GC 606.

NO GREEK NEEDED

to Understand a simple Formula:

(A) There was WAR in Heaven. Right around the Throne of God. SATAN was cast out. WHY?

(B) Because he defied the LAW of God, declared it to be a:"RESTRICTION OF LIBERTY," That our CONSCIENCE would "EVER GUIDE US RIGHT" = or, as the:"NEW THEOLOGY" claims = "WITHOUT A WRITTEN CODE."

(C) This was very Appealing, in Fact = one-third of the Angels in Heaven fell for it. There was only one thing left to do = PROVE IT! By 6,000 years of EXPERI-
MENTATION/ some have not caught on yet = in Fact: all the Churches of Babylon. Where do they differ with the Third Angel's Message? And what is the Third Angel's Message? Do the present 1983 Church-Leaders know? If they know = WHY do they preach BABYLON? -24-
WHAT IS THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE IN A NUT-SHELL?

(1) FIRST of all = it is a DENIAL of EVERYTHING the Devil taught = and his Agents in the Babylon Churches. And his Agents in the Adventist Churches. "SATAN has taken FULL POSSESSION of THE CHURCHES = as a Body." EW 273,261.
DENY THIS = and you DENY # # # # # # # # the whole Third Angel's Message. This is the STAKI to UNDERSTAND THE TRUTH.

(2) We spoke about the LAW: BINDING or not BINDING? Can we please God in OPEN REBELLION = as did SATAN in Heaven? "THE CONTEST IS between the COMMANDMENTS of God and the COMMANDMENTS of men." T5:81.

(3) So from here on out = we are going to have a running Battle with the: "COMMANDMENTS of men." That, like their Master = DENY that the Commandments can be kept. So if you run into some one that DENIES THAT = like FROOM-DANIELLS did in COR 15-20. Then you know = you are staring the Devil right in the Face! The Third Angel's Message establishes this Fact = in 250 References. "For as many as have SINNED without LAW = shall also PERISH without LAW...(For not the HEARERS of the LAW are just before God, but the DOERS of the LAW shall be JUSTIFIED.") Romans 2:12,13.

LET'S START ALL OVER:

(A) SATAN led the Pack in Heaven and also on Earth = to DENY the LAW can be kept. He said it could not. So also say his Agents no matter what "CHURCH."

(B) THE PLAN OF SALVATION: Come now and PLEDGE to make an EFFORT to KEEP the LAW of God = THEN, and THEN ONLY = will He forgive our Sins and give us His "GRACE" and His "POWER" to finally hear these Words: (AFTER we "GO ON" to "SANCTIFICATION.")

DO MEN "JUDGE" WHO THEY ARE?

(Here is the ORIGINAL = see how they MESSD' AROUND with YOUR BOOK!) "The ANGEL DECLARES, "Here are they that KEEP the COMMANDMENTS of God, and the Faith of Jesus." 1884 GC 275-6. See the "ANGEL" SHOT DOWN in your GC 436. So the PRESIDENT (HIGH-PRIEST) of the Conference can say WHO THEY ARE! BUT: "We are not to say what constitutes the WHEAT, and what the TARES. The TIME of the HARVEST will fully determine the CHARACTER of the 2 Classes specified under the figure of the TARES and the WHEAT. The work of SEPARATION is given to the Angels of God, and not committed into the hands of ANY MAN...The GOLDEN MEASURING ROD has NOT been placed in the hands of any FINITE MAN or any CLASS of men." TM 47,209.

(C) We CANNOT keep this LAW = without: "ENMITY!" This the Church and the World = DENIES: GC 506. 1884 GC 325.
COL 271. MM 143-4. GC 650. -25-
(D) The Plan of Salvation. We ACKNOWLEDGE we have Sinned. "Only ACKNOWLEDGE thine Iniquity," Jer. 3:13. "If we CONFESS our Sins, He is faithful and just to FORGIVE us our Sins, and to CLEANSE us from all unrighteousness." I John 1:9.

(E) Then we go ON to: "SANCTIFICATION is the WORK of a LIFETIME." COL 65-6. AA 560. T2:472. T3:325. T4:429. "The FORMATION of a noble CHARACTER is the WORK of a LIFETIME, and must be the result of diligent and persevering EFFORT." PP 223. MH 452-5. T5:500.

THE PRESENT CHURCH-LEADERS run up against the Baal-Priests = who SNEERINGLY ask them certain Questions = and the FROOMS=ANDERSIONS=HEPPENSTALLS and RICHARDS = bend over Backwards and DENY that they believe the 'SPIRIT OF PROPHECY' = DENY that they believe: 'CHARACTER' can be: "BUILT=FORMED=DEVELOPED." 3 Schools of Adventist Thought = differ as to the TIME, but ALL believe it has to be: "GIVEN" as a: "GIFT." We have not yet Replied to that RIDICULOUS BABYLON RELIGION as we should. Some one should PROVE that is a: MISSION IMPOSSIBLE. See any INDEX for the most Important Study of your Life. The very Heart of the Teachings of the BIBLE and the SOP. "It is NOW that we are to FORM CHARACTERS for the future, immortal LIFE. It is NOW that we are to PREPARE for the searching JUDGMENT." COL 342. "He does not SUPERNATURALLY endow us with the QUALIFICATIONS we lack." COL 353. "By BEHOLDING we become CHANGED...WE DEVELOP A CHARACTER." = "Thus ACTIONS repeated form HABITS, HABITS form CHARACTER, and by the CHARACTER our destiny for Time and for Eternity is DECIDED." COL 356.

THE KEY OF LIFE: We hardly need to go further to find the Key of Life. It is right here. REPENT=CONFESS=BUILD a New Life.

BABYLON: Here Babylon and Satan will come in and DENY every last Bit of this. But make your own Study by CHECKING the INDEX. "SANCTIFICATION is NOT the WORK of a MOMENT, an HOUR, a DAY, but of a LIFETIME. It is NOT gained by a happy flight of FEELING... (or) by FEEBLE, intermittent EFFORTS. It is only by LONG, persevering EFFORT, sore discipline, and STERN conflict, that we shall OVERCOME. We know not one day how strong will be our CONFLICT the next. So long as Satan reigns, we shall have SELF to SUBDUE, besetting sins to OVERCOME, so long as Life shall last, there will be NO STOPPING PLACE, no point which we can reach and say, I HAVE FULLY ATTAINED." AA 560-1. 1911. -26-
"TRUTH is STRAIGHT=PLAIN=CLEAR, and stands out boldly in its own Defense; but it is not so with ERROR. It is so WINDING and TWISTING that it needs a MULTITUDE of WORDS to explain it in its CROOKED FORM." EW 96.

TO LEND AN AURA of MYSTERY and AWE = the CATHOLIC PRIEST comes speaking in a DEAD LANGUAGE (LATIN) = to BEGUIL. The PROTESTANT resorts to GREEK for the same Reason.

CHRIST FACED THE "LANGUAGE EXPERTS" with "LANGUAGE" even they would Understand. "Ye are of your father, the DEVIL!"
"He was a LIAR from the Beginning = and his works ye do!"
"Ye are as GRAVES that appear not..."
"HYPOCRITES=VIPERS!

This "LANGUAGE" cost Him His Life.

It is not a matter of UNDERSTANDING.
It is a matter of OBEYDENCE.

"He that DOETH the WILL of My Father in Heaven = he shall KNOW of the Doctrine!"

"FAITH ALONE!!!" = is a SICK = BABYLON Religion. It requires a MULTITUDE of WORDS to explain it in its CROOKED FORM.

It is Listed as a:"COUNTERFEIT" in the COUNTERFEIT CHAPTER = GC 471-3.

THE SAME ONES

such as FROOM=ANDERSON = who think it such a GREAT THING to be "RECOGNIZED" by the Mighty Goliaths and Princes of BABYLON = whener these Great Men snap their Fingers = these so-called: "ADVENTISTS" = fall over Backwards to DENY that they "BELIEVE" the Third Angel's Message. For 40 Years = 1933 to 1973 = FROOM sought the APPROVAL of the OTHER CHURCHES = culminating in his:"KEY '73"= that no Adventist Minister wants to talk about Today. FROOM gurgled his Last = in the Middle of it. Adventist Leaders hope it will go away -- if they just IGNORE it. But perhaps we should learn a Lesson from it. UNITING in ECU-MENICAL "BROTHERHOOD" with EVANGELICALS and CATHOLICS = (the very 2 Listed and Catalogued as Enemies of the: "REMNANT PEOPLE OF GOD" in the Last Days = is that:
"THE FAITH ALONE" once delivered to the Saints? To UNITE with them = is that Rev. 18 = ???)

NEEDS NO GREAT THEOLOGICAL DEGREES TO UNDERSTAND that was a: "DEPARTURE FROM THE FAITH." It was NOT:"FAITH ALONE!!" It was "FAITH" plus: "DOCTRINES OF DEVILS!" = alone in OUR PULPITS." TM 409.

So anxious to go along with FORD and BRINSMEAD = their: 1980 "DECLARATION OF FAITH"=denied the:"MOST HOLY PLACE" of the Heavenly Sanctuary. To be found Hand in Hand with the Church walking with the World.

"So WINDING and TWISTING that it needs a MULTITUDE of WORDS to explain it in its CROOKED FORM." EW 96. -27-
ITS CROOKED FORM.

The TRUTH is as Simple as A=B=C.

(A) We are a Lost Generation. But we need not remain that way. Christ made a Way of Escape for us.

(B) If we confess our Sins = He will cleanse us from all Iniquity - PROVIDED = that we pledge to go on to SANCTIFICATION = the WORK of a LIFETIME. To slowly develop NEW HABITS = to finally pass the last Judgment with a CHARACTER fit for the Company of Heavenly Beings. How many Times do you read in the SOP = the need of making a:"PREPARATION." JONES denied this in SM 1:377. But EGW told him: "There are CONDITIONS..." SM 1:377. DA 312. BC 7:972. ST 2:481. SM 1:99, 373, 397.

(C) We need 2 more things. The Holy Spirit will:"GUIDE" us into all Truth. You will get a great Thrill if you read the following in quick succession: John 3:3, 7, 8. 4: 23, 24. 8:32. 12:46. 14:17, 23. 15:5, 10, 14, 22. 16:7, 13. 17:17. DA 312. So "FAITH" is not "ALONE!" Neither can we understand the "BIBLE" = "ALONE!!!" But the most important ingredient of all is the:"HOLY SPIRIT!!!" That He will send = AFTER the Cross. John 16:7. From the SANCTUARY. But the BLIND LAODICEANS do not know the:"GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION" of the SANCTUARY. Whoever said that = and whoever LISTENED to that without PROTEST. SM 1:196. CH 289. must have been a JESUIT=TALMUDIST=ILLUMINATI=HERETIC. One of those PREDICTED to: "DEPART FROM THE FAITH." SM 1:197. B2:15. B7:56-7. TM 409.

We can waste a lot of time LISTENING to that Kind of Tripe, and get NOWHERE. The Kind that WILSON chooses to Head Conferences and Magazines. (Also Seminaries.)Like JEROBOAM: "MADE PRIESTS of the LOWEST of the people." 1 Kings 12:31. 13:33. 2 Kings 17:31-41. THEREFORE:

"OUT of JERUSALEM shall go forth a REMNANT, and they that ESCAPE out of mount Zion: the zeal of the Lord of Hosts shall do this." 2 Kings 19:31. This Statement may be Correct: The "REMNANT" are NOT a "CHURCH:" They BECOME a: "CHURCH" in the SEALING. "Then will the Church of Christ APPEAR..." T5:82. "WHEN THE MAJORITY FORSAKE US." T5:136.

"THE ANCIENT MEN...THESE DUMB DOGS...ALL PERISH TOGETHER!"

"Very many raised their voices to Cry,"Behold, the Bridegroom cometh!" and LEFT their brethren...and then He bade Angels lead His people OUT from among the UNCLEAN lest they should be DEFILED. Those who were OBEYING to the Message stood OUT free and UNITED." (That 1844 experience will be REPEATED at the End.) EW 249, 250.

"It was represented to me that the REMNANT followed Jesus INTO=THE=MOST=HOLY=PLACE...THEY JOINED..." EW 255, 256.
THE KEY:
The Key is found in EW 54-56. But there it is CUT UP =
CHAPTER HEADING is a FAKE! and is ADDED = and Key portions
taken away. THE ORIGINAL IS = 1846 BROADSIDE. Of which we
have sent out over 60,000. It was the FIRST THING printed
in this Press. We are the World's largest distributors
of that 1846 BROADSIDE. In the beginning there was only
250. Never mind SUNDAY LAWS = never mind ARMAGEDDON =
ever mind the COMING OF CHRIST = long before any of that:
PROBATION is OVER = for the Adventist World that now seeks
"JUSTIFICATION" clear OUT of the Most Holy "PLACE"= with
WILSON and his Right-Hand men: EVA=HAMMILL=FORD=BRINSMED=
WRIGHT=HARDINGE=denying the whole Third Angel's Message
by seeking "JUSTIFICATION" and sins FORGIVEN = in the:
"OUTER COURT!!! (And then talk about:"FORD!!!")
	THIS WAS DONE = HUDSON "AWAKENING"=1960.

		THIS WAS DONE = GENERAL CONFERENCE SESSION = R&H June 19,
1970 = LESLIE HARDINGE = "BIBLE STUDY HOUR" = "JUSTIFICATION
BY FAITH = this is the Message of the (outer) COURT..."
p.9. For this = WILSON made him DEAN of the PHILIPPINE-

TALK ABOUT: "A MULTITUDE of WORDS to explain it in its
CROOKED FORM!" EW 96.

REPEAT:

(1)We are dependent on the HOLY SPIRIT.
(2) This Holy Spirit was given AFTER the CROSS.
(3) The BIBLE "ALONE" without the HOLY SPIRIT availes NOTH-
ING. "He will Guide you into ALL TRUTH!" John......
(4)"He that DOETH the WILL of My Father which is in Heaven.
his shall KNOW of the Doctrine." HE WILL KNOW:
(5)"I saw one after another LEAVE the Company who WERE
praying to Jesus in the "HOLIEST"= (they were in the
RIGHT PLACE = never mind CHURCH or NO CHURCH = the Key
is the:"MOST HOLY "PLACE!"= that they now deny WHOLESALE!
TO PLEASE FORD = it did not work ANYWAY! So they Won this:)

"...and go and JOIN=JOIN=JOIN those before the (VACATED)
THrone, and they AT=ONCE received the UNHOLY INFLUENCE
of SATAN!" 1846 Broadside. (Second Last paragraph.) EW 56.
FOR TIME and for ETERNITY? BEWARE! You are to go there
to! "LEND YOUR INFLUENCE?! [To Satan?]. Or go there to:
"WIN THEM?!" = what if, as we have seen again and again
and again = what if they WIN YOU? What then? What ASSUR-
ANCE do you have if you go where God has not sent you?
READ IT in EW 125.

(6) These-are KEYS = we are NOT ALONE = we are dependent
on HIGHER POWERS. Christ is in the Most Holy "PLACE"
this is the ONLY PLACE WHERE....... -29-
"SINS which had been CONFESSION while He was in the Most Holy "PLACE" were placed upon Satan...THEN I saw Jesus lay off His priestly attire...THE PLLAGUES WERE FALLING... Many desired Life, but made NO EFFORT...now there was no atoning Blood to CLEANSE the GUILTY... (So He obtains NO-THING for us? for them it will be: "NOTHING!") "It is DONE. It is FINISHED." EW 280-1. EW 48, 252, 256, 251, 253, 279, 32.
GC 430. SG 1:199.

No ARMAGEDDON = No COMING OF CHRIST = and it is: "FINISHED!"

BUT BELIEVE IT OR NOT:

WRIGHT in MARCH = BRINSMEAD in MAY = 1972 = GROTHEER in 1974-5 = went over to HEPPENSTALL = MAXWELL = NO CHARACTER-CHANGE till Christ Messiah COMES! The SAME as MORMONISM = JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES = HWA = BILLY GRAHAM = and MOST of the Churches of BABYLON = also the JEWISH TALMUD.

SO YOU SEE:

We need no: "MULTITUDE OF WORDS to explain it in its CROOKED FORM" = all we need is some healthy HONESTY to BELIEVE the Bible = "TODAY is THE DAY = of Salvation." BELIEVE the SOP = "ONE DAY ALONE = is given you." "BOAST not thyself = of TOMORROW." "Make thy calling and elec- tion SURE." "The GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY is LOST, and the Cases of these Souls are DECIDED." T4:447.

GOLD

"The MOMENTS now granted to us are few...EVERY MOMENT is GOLDEN..." T9:117. "...it must be done at the GOLDEN MOMENT." T3:497. "We have but a few Days of PROBATION in which to PREPARE for ETERNITY...It is NOW that we are to form CHARACTERS for the future immortal Life. It is NOW that we are to PREPARE...NOW is our TIME..." COL 342-3.

"He does not forget us for one brief MOMENT." MH 488.

Young people have peculiar TEMPTATIONS=URGES and THRILLS= these must be TEMPERED and brought under CONTROL. It is a good Feeling to have CONTROL. And for this the FIRST STEP = (as you know) = is: "HEALTH REFORM." God has or- dained MARRIAGE as a legitimate outlet for LOVE. "By the tenderest and deepest ties that human hearts can know."

WHEN HE COMES:

"When He comes He is NOT to CLEANSE us of our Sins, to REMOVE from us the defects of our CHARACTER, or to CURE us of the infirmities of our Tempers and Dispositions.

IF= WROUGHT FOR= US AT= ALL, this WORK will ALL be accom- plished BEFORE that Time. When the Lord comes, those who are Holy = will be Holy still...NO=WORK will then be done FOR THEM...It is NOW that this WORK is to be accom- plished for us...Thus we are PREPARED..." CH 44.
Offshoots

Do you recognize that all this is DENIED by the present Leaders of the Church? Who prefer BABYLON to the Third Angel's Message. There is no use LYING about it and consider LYING to be a Virtue.

One Day the Adventist will Wake up to find there are 9 OTHER COMMANDMENTS to be kept. He that keeps only ONE = is GUILTY of ALL.

COMMANDMENTS are not kept - listening to a LYING PREACHER who gets you to Worship = OUT of the Most Holy "PLACE!"

Do you HAVE to follow; "I saw ONE after ANOTHER = LEAVE the Company who WERE praying to Jesus in the "HOLIEST" = and go and "JOIN" those before the (vacated) THRONE = and they AT ONCE received the unholy influence of Satan."

(End of second last Paragraph = 1846 BROADSIDE. See CHANGES in your EW 55-6.) "What have they done to my Book?"

WILSON would NOT UNDERSTAND this if he lived to be a THOUSAND YEARS! So why ask him ANYTHING?

"I saw that our Message was NOT to the Shepherds who had led the Flock ASTRAY = but to the poor, hungry, scattered SHEEP. In Hope = E.G.WHITE." - PT 64. RH A1:21.

The Shut Door.

Those who find themselves unable to THINK for themselves = who MUST follow some Leader = and Trick others into following THEM = will not appreciate the TRUTH of the: "SHUT DOOR."

Because if PAAR follows BALLenger=BrINsmead=Ford=NUMBERS and other BUMS = the whole Adventist Ministry who NEVER did Reply to this OPEN CHALLENGE by BALLenger.

The WHITE ESTATE even AGREEING with BALLenger=Ford. WILSON trying to get him BACK = in spite (or because) of his UNBELIEF =

Like NATHANAEL * you can climb a Tree - to SEE for yourself. DA 140-1. COL 79. Turn to the VERY PUBLICATION that PAAR referred to; "A WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK" p.28.

Need we say more?

1. There is a CLOSE OF PROBATION. A "SHUT DOOR."
2. There is a "SHUT DOOR" in 1844 = GC 429,430.
3. If you do not look it up = you will miss much.
4. You will MISS that the URIAH SMITH "DOOR" to the PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH was NOT nailed down - the Coffin SHUT = the last Nail driven = but the "DOOR" was OPENED to the PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH in 1844. Do you expect ANY SDA Preacher to ADMIT THAT?1884 GC 269.
5. For ONCE in your Life = LOOK it up = SEE it with your own EYES! PHILADELPHIA was BORN = not BURIED = in 1844. The DOOR was OPENED to "BEAUTIFUL PHILADELPHIA" 1844. Thank God! We owe NOTHING to LAODICEA. -31-
PHILADELPHIA is the Church: "TRIUMPHANT!" WTF 14 (FOOTNOTES): EW 15. TM 446. (This shows WHY the Adventist Preachers will not make it.) Looking for: "CHARACTER" to be: "GIVEN" as a: "GIFT!" when Christ = Messiah comes. By JEWISH and JESUIT "TRADITION." AA 588, 591-2. TI: 59. MH 516. DA 549. After checking 20,000 pages of the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" and find NO DEVIATION from this TRUTH = it is a JOKE to hear some NUMBERS or some RAE or some BRINSMEAD or some FORD = BELLY-ACHING about some: "PLAGIARISM!" and finding WILSON AGREES! WHERE did she "BORROW" the TRUTH of the PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH FROM? T8: 250, 303. T5: 211-2, 216, 475-6. (And fully 100 MORE! You never saw them? "BLIND LEADERS of the BLIND! BOTH will Fall in the Ditch!")

How about some TRUTH = for a CHANGE? The TRUTH of: THE SHUT DOOR

THE DOOR that was indeed: "SHUT!!" in 1844.
THE DOOR that: "NO MAN CAN OPEN!"
THE DOOR that was "OPENED!" in 1844.
THE PHILADELPHIAN "DOOR" that no URIAH SMITH = no FORD =
and no WILSON = can: "SHUT!!" = Rev. 3: 7, 8.

But the: "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN!" = will TRY! Rev. 3: 9. But will be: "SPEWN OUT!" Rev. 3: 16. Because she is Beating her Drums for: "NO WORKS!!" God says: "I know thy WORKS!"
Rev. 3: 15. FOLLOW that Word = "WORKS!!" throughout the REVELATIONS = MARK it clearly and plainly = to see if BABYLON is RIGHT = with their: "NO WORKS!!" When God says: "REWARD HER...DOUBLE = according to her WORKS!" Rev. 18: 6. "And ANOTHER BOOK was opened, which is the Book of
Life: and the dead were JUDGED...according to their WORKS!"
Rev. 20: 12. "...and they were JUDGED, EVERY MAN = accord-
ing to their WORKS!" Rev. 20: 13. "REWARD...EVERY MAN ac-
cording as his WORKS shall be!" Rev. 22: 12.

Can you be a MINISTER in the Adventist Church under WIL-
SON = and Teach this TRUTH? TRY it and See!

TO THEM the "DOOR" is "SHUT!!" in T9:97. ONE SHUT DOOR.

WTF 28:

Find 5 "SHUT DOORS." One is MISSING = it is in T9:97.
To find "THE SHUT DOOR DEFINED" = see also the "GENERATIONS" in WTF 28. GC 431-483. EW 45, 251. SM 1: 63. T9:97, 267.

THAT "SHUT!! DOOR

seen in the Early Visions = in the "FIRST VISION" = re-
 mains "SHUT" on the FIRST APARTMENT = to the Close of
Probation. "And no man can Open it!" = But the: "ENEMIES
of the Present Truth have been trying to "OPEN" the DOOR
of the HOLY PLACE, that Jesus has "SHUT!!" EW 43. You
know now = who we are dealing with: We are dealing with:
"ENEMIES!!" EW 43. DEADLY "ENEMIES!!" NOTHING will change
THAT! These are: "ENEMIES!!"

-32-
WHO WANTS TO BELONG = to a "SHUT DOOR!" CHurch?

THE REASON WHY:

they do not want to = they cannot Refute = the 1844 "SHUT
DOOR!!!" because that Record in WTF 28 = with each and every:
"SHUT DOOR!!!" = there is a NEW "MESSAGE!!!" and this Sparks
to Life = a NEW "MOVEMENT!!" = and this is the LAST THING
any "JEW" will admit. That the Door might be:"SHUT!!! = to
him. And another: "MOVEMENT SHALL COME!!!" GC 464.

HISTORY REPEATED

Oh! My, no! We cannot have THAT! As the PROUD and HAUGHTY
"JEWs" in the Days of the Testimony of Jesus = DISOWNED
THEM = so they got KILLING MAD! So again = this History
will be Repeated as He again chooses men from the:"PLOW!!
from the:"SHOP!!" men who do not even go to Church = for
His "MESSENGERS." Those NOT TRAINED = not SPOILED = in:
HONOR THEM = all you LIKE. God will not HONOR YOU = if
you go by THEM! FAITH does not eliminate FORESIGHT.
Their LOSS = will be a decided FAVOR = to Society at large.
There is a Fate = Worse than Death.
It would be to see him remain ALIVE!
In case any one does not recognize it =
this is the: "SPIRIT OF ELIJAH!!! Let not one Escape!!
Now comes the Blow -to men of Third Degree =
let this be his Mikado. A Favor well done.

FROOM

to his Steno: "Why don't you think of me - as a MAN?"
Steno: "I already have = and I became violently ILL!"

RESPECT

If you call on us to:"RESPECT!!!" = your Leaders = that have
turned EVERYTHING BACKWARDS = pulling one Pillar out after
the other = and you want us to:"RESPECT!!" them(as you do)
No. We believe this: "Blessed is the man that...RESPECT-
ETH NOT the Proud = nor such as turn aside to LIES!!" Psa.

TO BE SAVED:

IF YOU ARE NOT WILLING:
To use the Words of Christ. Matt. 23:.....
To use the Words of John the Baptist. Matt.3:7. 12:34.
To call them and mean it: "Generation of VIPERS!"
To give a:"STILL MORE POINTED" Testimony than John the

JOHN THE BAPTIST

In the "SPIRIT" and "POWER" of ELIJAH. SM 1:412-4. TM 475.
he stop at:"LANGUAGE?!" The Power of God WIPED OUT one
AHAB DETACHMENT after the other! -33-
How many YEARS = how many DECADES = did they hear the Laodicean LIE = "OFFSHOOTS" from the "FAITH!" And they NEVER batted an Eye. They let the SLUR = they let the CONDEMNATION = the RAILING ACCUSATION = pass without a Peep. Instead = they gladly poured HUNDREDS=THOUS- ANDS of $'s into the Hands of those LYING FROOMS=ANDER- SONS=WILSONS=RICHARDS=TRAINED DETRACTORS= WHO in a Blanket CONDEMNATION="TAKE CARE" = of what they Call = "UNCERTAIN=DUBIOUS=INERT=WITH PET BURDENS=UNDE- MINERS=SUBVERTERS=ASPIRANTS TO POSITION (we wouldn't take their Position on a Bet!)=HARPERS UPON TANGENTS= DROP-OUTS=HECKLERS=HAMPERERS=ON THE SIDE-LINES=EXTREM- ISTS=POUTING apart from the LOYAL SOLID CORE of His people. God is not leading STRAY OFFSHOOTS=TANGENT GROUPS=we are repeatedly told(5T 291; CW 45). There has been a succession of the DISGRUNTED and DISAP- FECTED..." (THIS HAIL OF INVENTIVES IN 11 LINES! All in a HEAP!... FROOM=WILSON BOOK=LEF=MD 568-9.) -------- AND ON P. 543 = "BUT THESE UNDERMINERS have ALL finally LEFT us...ALL ultimately come to NAUGHT=WITHOUT EX-CEPTION. Their unhappy WRECKAGE...BEWARE of fighting against GOD!" LEF=MD 543. -------------------------------------------------- THE IMPREGNABLE FORTRESS = THE UNDEMENT BASTILLE=cast out = or went out = MORE THAN IS IN THE CHURCH TODAY! And all without REASON! THE CHURCH WAS ALWAYS RIGHT = FROOM=WILSON WERE NEVER WRONG! ADMIT NO SIN = NO MISTAKE = and they do not have the faintest Idea = no CONFESSION = no FORGIVE-NESS! "...the Prayer of the BOASTING PHARISEE was not regarded. "For everyone that EXALTETH HIMSELF shall be ABASED; and he that HUMBLETH HIMSELF shall be EXALTED."
..."Because thou sayest, I am RICH!"....When poor mor- tals, however HIGH their PROFESSION, become JUST in their own eyes, THEN Jesus LEAVES THEM = to be deceived in regard to themselves." Tl:331. T3:193. SM 2:376,378. "But the PHARISEE would confess NO NEED...and hence they were left in BLINDNESS...Jesus said, "Your sin REMAINETH." DA 475,280,508-9.
"Those whom Heaven recognizes as HOLY ONES, are the LAST to parade their own GOODNESS." COL 160,158. (There is one that I cannot find just now = when the PROUD, BOASTFUL PHARISEE comes to Christ = and asks Him = "What is Truth?" Christ gives Him: "NO ANSWER!"
FOR ENOUGH YEARS = we have heard the Adventist SLUR = "NO-ONE=WAS=EVER=CONVERTED=BY=CONDEMNING=THEM!" Then WHY do you CONDEMN US = ???

-34-
REPLYING TO ANOTHER LAODICEAN NUT-CRACKER!

So no one was CONVERTED by CONDEMNING them? How do you know? YOU have NOT yet been CONVERTED! So what do you know about CONVERSION? Was the Work of Christ FOR NOTHING? "But they performed their Ceremonies to be seen of men, that they might be thought by the World (And their "PUBLIC RELATIONS" Dept.) to be PIOUS and DEVOTED. While PROFESSING to OBEY, they REFUSED to render OBEDIENCE to God...CHRIST DECLARED JOHN-THE-BAPTIST to be one of the GREATEST PROPHETS...He bore his Message unflinchingly, REBUKING the SINS of PRIESTS and RULERS, and enjoinning upon them the WORKS of the Kingdom of Heaven...He made NO COMPROMISE with SIN = and MANY (REPEAT!) MANY were TURNED from their UNRIGHTEOUSNESS....The VERY ONES whom they (THE JEWISH LEADERS) DESPISED were pressing into the KINGDOM = OF = GOD = BEFORE = THEM." (Read on!) COL 278.

SO IF YOU OBEY GOD...

give the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" to the LAODICEANS = this is Loves labor LOST? It is doing NO GOOD WHATSOEVER! We have heard that SLUR = long ENOUGH! "The PHARISEES understood Christ's parable as a REBUKE to THEM...He had REPRIEVED...their CLAIMS of PIETY (were) FALSE. Now many REJECTED Christ's REPROOF; yet to SOME (REPEAT!) to SOME His Words brought CONVICTION. Upon THESE, after Christ's ascension to Heaven, the HOLY SPIRIT CAME, and THEY UNITED with His Disciples..." COL 192.

"IF=YOU=ARE=IN=COMMUNION=WITH=CHRIST...When you see those who are going down to DEATH, you will = not = REST in quiet INDIFFERENCE and EASE." COL 197.

"He REMONSTRATED with them, UNVEILING their HYPOCRISY...This stirred them to MADNESS. They SMARTED under the REBUKES they could not SILENCE. They HATED the HIGH STANDARD of RIGHTEOUSNESS...where their SELFISHNESS would be UNCLOAKED, and they determined to KILL HIM..." COL 293-4.

"THE VINEYARD was taken from them...was entrusted to OTHERS. The PARABLE of the VINEYARD applies not alone to the Jewish Nation. It has a Lesson for US. THE CHURCH in this Generation..." COL 296.

(Begin to see now - why the URIAH SMITH GANG = did not want to SELL this Book? 1900.)

OTHERS

"We see here that the men in AUTHORITY are not always to be Obeyed, even though they PROFESS to be Teachers of Bible Doctrine...Because those who were ONCE the depositaries of Truth became UNFAITHFUL to their SACRED TRUST, the Lord chose OTHERS = OTHERS = OTHERS...And then these LEADERS...act like men who have lost their Reason...That wonderful "I" "..." TM 69,70,73,99. GC 607. -35-
I hope we can break in here =
with an Emergency Health Item that I meant to run before. But need a Copy now so will let others into it also.

HOSPITAL PNEUMONIA.

A serious Operation = may be followed by:"PNEUMONIA."
Many breathe only at the "Top" of their Lungs. This can be Fatal after an Operation. A General Conference Minister told me = how he cured "TUBERCULOSIS." Perhaps you knew Elder C.A. Anderson.

He was told to breathe in deeply = hold the Breathe = (NEVER do this unless the Lungs are FULL.) He hit his Rib-Cage with his Fist - one Side - then the other Side. About 3 Times. About 3 Times a Day.

This shook up his LUNGS = activated the congested areas. In 6 months to a Year = he shook his TUBERCULOSIS.

THIS IS SOMETHOW OF THE SAME IDEA.

GERMS (CONGESTION) BREED in STAGNATION. MOVEMENT in a Stream = PURIFIES = ACTIVATES = ELECTRIFIES. Get the Air moving in your Lungs. Deep down. NOT by deep breathing IN = but by breathing OUT. FORCIBLY EXPEL the deep down STAGNANT Air. The Head Nurse began to teach others this:
(Would not HAVE to be done this way = but it is Effective:) BREATHE = not IN = but OUT. You could extend your Hands = and work them as you PUFF OUT! Do not breathe IN at all. PUFF your Lungs EMPTY. PUFF=PUFF=PUFF=PUFF! Then do not breathe IN = but just let your Lungs fill by themselves. Breathe normally a few Times = then EMPTY your Lungs right to the Bottom! PUFF=PUFF=PUFF=OUT! If it should Hurt a Bit = that is Fine. Might show that you were getting some CONGESTION there. Do this exercise 3 or 4 Times = 3 or 4 Times a Day. And you can LAUGH = at:"PNEUMONIA."

Good to do at any Time at Home = especially if the: "FLU" is around. Step out the Door = as the outside Air has much more OXYGEN in it. And let those Germs = FREEZE = outside.

REAL 14 KARAT = "OFFSHOOTS!"

The LAST MESSAGE is: Revelation 18. 1884 GC 421. GC 603. This was the Message REJECTED in 1888. And when it comes again = will be REJECTED AGAIN = the OFFSHOOTS from the Truth = will not even know what it is. TM 300, 507.

ARE WE CLEAR = as to what that Message is? ACCORDING to FROOM=WILSON = it is SATANIC = it is:"ACCUSING"
such wonderful:"BRETHREN!"

ELLEN WHITE: (Rev.18:1,2,4.) "...with the ADDITIONAL MENTION of the CORRUPTIONS..."
"...CORRUPTIONS which have been entering THE CHURCHES since 1844." 1884 GC 421.

(Your Fake Book:) "...with the additional mention of the CORRUPTIONS which have been entering the various organizations that constitute BABYLON..." Your GC. 603.

(Read the Rest of it and see how they DOCTORED the TEXT.) The Grand OMEGA = just HAS to be the OTHER CHURCHES! It CANNOT be this: "ONE and ONLY!" NO = NO = NO = NO! NEVER! We would not ALLOW it! We would not form a 3-fold UNION in "KEY '73!" Nor would we UNITE in ECUMENICAL UNION with the WCC=NCC=NAE=WEF=and a NEW ONE on the immediate Adventist Horizon. Is that the:"LOUD CRY??

IS THAT:

"COME OUT of Her = My people! = ??? Rev.18:1,2,4.

BECAUSE SHE HAS BECOME: "...become the HABITATION OF DEVILS, and the hold of every FOUL SPIRIT!" Rev.18:1,2,4.

AND YOU WERE EXPECTED TO KNOW: That: if you did not have enough Sense to SEE it and SEPARATE = instead of your Leaders going there and Finding NO DEVILS = NO FOUL SPIRITS = NO CAGE OF UNCLEAN BIRDS!

I think your LEADERS would be HARD PUT to define what is WRONG with: (Their Boson Pals): BARNHOUSE=HARRIS=HILTON=GRAHAM=ORAL ROBERTS=In Fact = FAR=FROM=THAT!!

FROOM=WILSON. in their JOINT BOOK. = LEFT=MD:320. to 322.

they find the:"VERITIES" of the alleged:"GOSPEL!" = which is NOT FOUND in Adventist Pulpits!. WHO=SAYS=THAT? Some horrible:"OFFSHOOT?" YES! Read it for yourself!

FROOM=WILSON. SAID. THAT!!! Pointed out in AMAZEMENT by PAXTON in his Book. = p.69,74,75, and he hit the BULL'S EYE! p.95. "MOVEMENT OF DESTINY" = pp.320-22, where FROOM acknowledges his debt to the HOLINESS MOVEMENT! p.95. (And we must get with it! "HELLFIRE = BRIMSTONE" and all?) Would they call them: "OFFSHOOTS=FROM=THE=FAITH?!" NO!

They reserve that ACCUSATION=CONDEMNATION = for us!

They point to the:"HOLINESS" Movement as:"STALWARTS=OF=THE=FAITH!!" = "BRETHREN!! = "PREACHING THE OLD-TIME GOSPEL!" BUT, WHAT DO THEY CALL US?

What do they call those who want:"HEALTH REFORM!!"

What do they call those who: REFUSE to Bow down in the:

"OUTER COURT" = or:"FIRST APARTMENT"? Are these those who have:"DEPARTED FROM THE FAITH?!" = OFFSHOOTS?

WHO IS THE OFFSHOOT?

They talk about: "NAME-CALLING." But when their Leaders throw out their LYING:"HAIL OF INVICTIVES!!" = they SMILE = and send them a BIGGER OFFERING. What if God sends them 7 Last Plagues? What then? T5:211-2. -37-
It is so long that you quit reading the Spirit of Prophecy = that you forgot all about the Spirit of "REFORM" = if you ever did know it. (Left out of SR 336.) (Changed in your GC 82.) = "WyCLiffe was a clear thinker and a keen detector of error, and he struck boldly against many of the abuses sanctioned by the authority of Rome. Thus he brought upon himself the enmity of the pope and his supporters. Repeated attempts were made to condemn and execute him for heresy..."

1884 GC 87.

He accused:

"He commenced with great prudence, but as he discerned more clearly = the errors of the papacy... He accused the clergy... and demanded that the authority of the Bible should be re-established in the church. Many of the people... hailed with unconcealed joy the truths brought to view... but the papist leaders trembled with rage..."

1884 GC 87. GC 81.

See to your own sins, brother?

"WyCLiffe... his appeals to scriptures and his bold denunciations of the scandalous and immoral lives of the clergy, awakened wide-spread interest, and thousands gladly accepted a purer faith. This excited the ire of pope=prelates=priests and friars... (Huss also) uttered a solemn and faithful protest against the corruptions of the papal hierarchy." 1884 GC 90-1. GC 95, 96, 97, 103, 106, 109.

Retract!

"But WyCLiffe did not retract... and weighed their sophistries and deceptions in the balances of eternal truth.

"In the balances of the sanctuary the seventh-day adventist church is to be weighed... (She will be:) judged!" T8:247. "Let the laymen do all they can... but many (TM 409) many are crying, "peace and safety," while sudden destruction is coming upon them." T8: 246,250. T5:211-2.

The power of the holy spirit was felt in the council-room. A spell of God was upon the hearers. They seemed to have no power to leave the place. As arrows from the Lord's quiver, the reformer's words pierced their hearts. The charge of heresy, ("offshoots"), brought against him, he with convincing power threw back upon themselves. Why, he demanded, did they dare to spread their errors?... "with whom, think you," he finally said, "are ye contending? with an old man on the brink of the grave? No! with truth, truth which is stronger than you, and will overcome you." So saying,.... -38-
(Wycliffe) withdrew from the Assembly, and not one of his
rivals attempted to prevent him." GC 90.

RIVET:

But as dangers thickened, Berquin's zeal only waxed
stronger. So far from adopting the politic and self-serv-
ing counsel of Erasmus, he determined upon still bolder
measures. He would not only stand in defense of the Truth,
but he would attack error. The charge of heresy which the
Romanists were seeking to fasten upon him, he would RIVET
Disown them!" GC 217.

THE TRUE SPIRIT OF TRUE REFORM

The real: "Born=To=Raise=Hell!" = 100% Gold-Plated 'Off-
shoots' from the Truth = are the church leaders in the
Omega" = as far as they can go = "Apostasy!" Their fate
is recorded: T5:211-2. RIVET that on them. It is written.

"The Kingdom of God shall be taken from you, and given
to a nation bringing forth the fruits thereof." Matt. 21:44.

NAME CALLING:

The people answered and said, (To Jesus)="Thou hast a Devil:
who goeth about to kill thee? ...He hath a Devil, and is
mad; why hear ye Him?" John 7:20. 10:20.

JESUS REPLIED:

We are of your father the devil...He was a murderer from
the beginning!" John 8:44. "Woe unto you...ye are as
Raves which appear not, and the men that walk over them,
are not aware of them." Luke 11:44.

Thus the "name-calling" went into high-gear. The only difference was what? The one was RIGHT = the other was WRONG. The real "offshoots" are the leaders of this commune. 1,000 times!

We hear they are going to: "Finish!" the work. But is that
what God says? "...they will not recognize the work of God
then the loud cry...shall be heard...Contrary to any human
planning...ONLY those who are living up to the light they
have = will receive greater light. Unless we are daily
advancing...we shall not recognize the manifestations of
the Holy Spirit in the latter rain." (Read on!) TM 300,507.

So the story of: "Who is an offshoot?" = is not yet finished.
The time of the harvest will fully determine...the two
lasses...the tares and the wheat. The work of separation
is given to the angels of God, and not committed into the
hands of any man." TM 47.

"Judge nothing before the time." 1 Cor. 4:5. T5:334.
The harvest will be plenteous and sure. That which they
sow = they will reap. There will be no failure in the
work...it is now impossible to designate professed advent
abath-keepers from all the world around them." SG 4:20-1.

--39--
SUCH WORDS = the Church-Leaders thought = should NEVER be uttered. It made them KILLING MAD!

YET THE SAME WORDS = made the HARLOTS and PUBLICANS = REJOICE! What made the Difference? This was a well earned SLAP in the Face = of the PROUD=HAUGHTY CHURCH-

LEADERS. But it gave the Down-Trodden a CHANCE!

"It ANGERED them also that those who showed ONLY CONTEMPT for the RABBIS, and who were NEVER SEEN in the SYNAGOGUES, should FLOCK about JESUS, and listen with RAPT ATTEN-

TION to His Words. The SCRIBES and PHARISEES felt only CONDEMNATION in that pure Presence; how was it, then, that PUBLICANS and SINNERS were drawn to Jesus?...The PHARISEES had only SCORN and CONDEMNATION for them; but Christ greeted them as Children of God." COL 186. 1900.

"THE PHARISEE felt NO. CONVICTION of SIN. The HOLY SPIRIT could not work with him. His soul was ENCASED in a SELF-RIGHTEOUS ARMOR which the ARROWS of God, barbed and true-aimed by Angel hands = failed to penetrate...

"BECAUSE thou SAYEST, I am RICH..." COL 158.

No, this will not likely Help the CASE-HARDENED CHURCH-

LEADER = in the Crisis Hour it will Help the:"TIMID and SELF-DISTRUSTFUL." T5:81. Who will with: "HOSANNAS range under the Banner of Christ!" (Same.)

No, this Game is not over yet! In the JUDGMENT HOUR we will see many SURPRISES! The ONES we were SURE off = may Fall off the Path = and the ONES we had NO HOPES for = may take their Stand. It is NOT up to US = it is up to THEM. It is easy to get Offended and go BACK to the WARMTH of the BIG CROWD. Who have NEVER been Saved, and NEVER will be.

"They are not saved in MASSES, but as INDIVIDUALS." MB 36.

(The PAGING in this Book has been so MIXED UP you may find it in your Book = p.59 to 60. To get the RIGHT PAG-

ING = ask for the:"STANDARD" Book.– the one that goes along with the INDEX. But they may Fool you there, also. For they CHANGED the:"STANDARD BOOK" in some Cases with the NEW INDEX. But however, this still remains TRUE:)

"If you would climb the Path of spiritual life, you must constantly ascend; for it is an UPWARD WAY. You must go with the FEW (REPEAT!) you =must=go=with=the=FEW, for the MULTITUDE will choose the DOWNWARD PATH. In the ROAD to DEATH...There is ROOM...the PATH that leads to DESTRUC-

TION, there is no need of SEARCHING for (that) WAY.. Your own WAYS, your own WILL, your evil HABITS, must be GIVEN UP = if you would FOLLOW = the WAY of the Lord = Heaven's PATH..." MB 138-9. (197-201.)
BLINDLY = STUBBORNLY = PERSISTENTLY = making out = as did the Rebellious Jews in Old Jerusalem = and the Jews to this Day = that NO ONE = will Teach them ANYTHING = about "MORALITY!". The only right we have = is to AGREE, AGREE with the RABBIS of this COMMUNE. TEACHING THEIR PEOPLE: to confess NOTHING! admit NOTHING! because they are in NEED(?) of "NOTHING!". And the MAJORITY love that -- to the Death! And will pour MILLIONS if not BILLIONS = at their Feet. The SIMPLER their mental condition = the more defiant they are = to RUSH to the DEFENCE = of their: FRED-WRIGHTS = their VAN-ASPERENS = or their BILL STRING-A-LONG FELLOWS! They are RIGHT = have always been RIGHT = RIGHT ALONG! Admit SIN? What SIN?

"The people of God must SEE their WRONGS = and AROUSE to ZEALOUS REPENTANCE...WRONGS must be REPROVED, sin must be called SIN, and INIQUITY must be met PROMPTLY and DECIDEDLY, and put away from us as a people...They take it for granted that because WE have HUMAN WEAKNESSES it is positive evidence that WE are WRONG = and that THEY are RIGHT with a spirit of TRIUMPH...are ready to DENOUNCE=OUR WORK of REPROVING WRONG and CONDEMNING SIN as a "HARSH, DICTATORIAL SPIRIT!"...Anciently, when ELIJAH was sent...They even thought that he must have LOST=HIS SENSES because he DENOUNCED THEM = the FAVORED "PEOPLE=OF=GOD!" (SOME "PEOPLE OF GOD!") T3:260, 265. RH A2:49.

"What GREATER DECEPTION can come upon human minds than a CONFIDENCE that they are RIGHT when they are ALL WRONG! The plain Message of REBUKE to the LAODICEANS is not received...they are in need (?) of NOTHING...we are in NO NEED of these TESTIMONIES...Says the True Witness: "I know thy WORKS."...FLATTERING themselves that we MAY be deceived and that THEY may be RIGHT...This MESSAGE must be borne to a LUKEWARM CHURCH: by God's Servants. It must AROUSE...AROUSE to ACTION...to SELF-ABASEMENT and CONFESSION of SINS..."I KNOW THY WORKS!" T3:252 to 259.

Adventists never did accept:"MY FIRST VISION" of the 144,600 "PHILADELPHIANS" that all the PIONEERS BELIEVED. 200 Statements. Start at GC 429,430. A MIRACLE that they did not MASSACRE that = more than they did. But go to the ORIGINAL to find out about that Wonderful "SHUT DOOR" in 1844 - that is still:"SHUT!!" 1884. GC 268-9. The DOOR is indeed "SHUT!!" = to LAODICEA.

If it alarms you = to go to Church = hear some fair to midden "SERMONS" = enjoy them = and then hear that this people will be "LOST!!" "SPEWN OUT!!" unless they REPENT = and "JOIN" = another "MOVEMENT!!". GC 464. COL 406.

-41-
THE BEAST
You can also go = to the Catholic Church = and also hear
some Fair to Middling "SERMONS"=even as BED-TIME STORY
MAXWELL SAID = BETTER than some we hear at CAMPMEETINGS.
Yet this is called a: "BEAST!". Why? MY=MAIN=REASON=IS=
their choosing PAGANISM=ARISTOTLE*SYLOGISM=a subtle spe-
cious crafty reasoning that gives us "DANTES INFERNO="
the God of "HELLFIRE and BRIMSTONE" by which to TERRIFY
NUNS=MONKS=FRIARS=PRIESTS=BISHOPS=POPE=NURSES=DOCTORS=
HANG-MEN and TURKS = you can live next to:
THE IMAGE OF THE BEAST
for 20 Years(I did!) and NEVER hear the TRUTH about:
"HELL!" = instead you hear that the HOLY HELL-PRIESTS
that ELIJAH took their:"INFLUENCE" off = just below
their Ears. But these Modern "ELIJAHS"=their PUBLIC
RELATIONS DEPT. seek them as:"FRIENDS!" at the WCC=NCC
and UNITE with them in "EVANGELICAL ALLIANCES" around
the World. "He that walketh with WISE men shall be WISE,
but a Companion of FOOLS shall be DESTROYED!" FCE 294.
"REMEMBER that the CHURCH MILITANT is NOT the CHURCH
TRIUMPHANT!" FCE 294.
"Every Member of His Church MILITANT must manifest the
SAME QUALITIES, if he would JOIN the Church TRIUMPHANT!"
(There is a Church = to be:"JOINED!" COL 406. They DO
NOT belong to the:"LAST CHURCH!" The LAST CHURCH must
be:"JOINED!" They "UNITE" to give the "LOUD CRY!") EW 261,
ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS: 277.
"MINGLE!"
"The Lord speaks of those who "CLAIM" to "BELIEVE" the
TRUTH for this Time, yet see nothing inconsistent in their
taking part in POLITICS; MINGLING with the CONTENDING
ELEMENTS of these Last Days, as the CIRCUMCISED who
MINGLE with the UNCIRCUMCISED, and He declares that He
will DESTROY both Classes TOGETHER without DISTINCTION.
He will CONDEMN both alike." FCE 482. TM 275. T6:103.
T1:283. And 100 more!
YOU made NO DISTINCTION = why should he? "A COMPANION
of FOOLS will be DESTROYED...DESTROYED for want of
JUDGMENT!" Prov.13:20,23. "...because thou hast REJECT-
ED KNOWLEDGE, I will also REJECT THEE; that thou shalt
be NO PRIEST TO ME!" Hosea 4:6. (FAITH ALONE?)
"...for themselves are separated with WHORES, and they
Sacrifice with HARLOTS: THEREFORE the people that doth
not UNDERSTAND = shall FALL!" Hosea 4:14. "They shall
go with their FLOCKS and with their HERDS to seek the
Lord; but they shall not find Him!" Hosea 5:6. -42-
(He hath WITHDRAWN Himself into the MHP! PT 64,79.)
REFORM = = = = = = SEDITIOUS = = = = = = INFLAMATORY.

Why should Reform be needed? BECAUSE = like a New Invention = it is BETTER than the OLD.

ON THE OTHER HAND:

REFORM = in Religion = may need to be brought BACK to the Principles held in the Original. If the Faith has deteriorated from what it WAS = to what it IS = so it is no BETTER than that held by all the Heathen round about = it needs to be OVERHAULED = REPAIRED = BROUGHT BACK = NOT by BEGGING the ones who brought it to this Low State, NOT to ask THEM to Restore it = THAT is not = never has been = the Command of God. NEVER!

SEDITIOUS

So in this Light = WHO is: "SEDITIOUS?" The one who RECOGNIZES the DETERIORATION and the NEED for RESTORATION? Or the PILG that is SATISFIED to remain in his SWILL? In this Sense = and in no other Sense = WHO is "SEDITIOUS?" THE PROUD-HAUGHTY-ARROGANT "PHARISEE" who sees NO NEED of "REFORM!" And is ready to KILL those that DO SEE A NEED? "WHO is standing in the Counsel of God at this Time? Is it those who virtually EXCUSE WRONGS...and MUR-MUR in their hearts, if not OPENLY = AGAINST THOSE who would REPROVE SIN...and SYMPATHIZE with those who COMMIT WRONG? NO, INDEED! Unless they Repent; and leave the work of SATAN...They will NEVER receive the MARK of God's SEALING APPROVAL. They will FALL in the general destruction of the Wicked...MARK=THIS=POINT=WITH=CARE...READ the 9th. chapter of Ezekiel. But the GENERAL SLAUGHTER of those who do not THUS SEE..."and BEGIN at: My SANCTUARY."

Those whose Consciences are SEARED as with a HOT IRON = will not feel the TERROR of those WORDS.

Do you realize what the above is saying? IT IS SAYING that the Old Laodicean Tradition = URIAH SMITH and FROM, are all HAYWIRE. When they see a Church = "PURIFIED!"

Which to them means: all the Bad Eggs will leave the Basket = and only 144,000 pure Saints = will be LEFT in the SEALING TIME. All the others will go OUT! GOOD RIDDANCE! THAT IS THEIR DREAM. But: that DREAM is slightly SHATTERED by that Statement that Reads: the way it Reads. And a round DOZEN References can be added that Teach the SAME THING!

They DID NOT leave. They are STILL THERE. Right in the PULPIT! That is where the SEALING ANGEL and the SLAUGHTERING ANGELS = find them. They DID NOT leave. Even their LAST SERMON is given = in T5:211. And the Word is:

"ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211. ALL who LISTEN to them = down to the little Children. "ALL!!"
NOT A VERY SAFE PLACE TO BE =
NOT A VERY WISE MOVE TO REMAIN =
yet we have those who "PROFESS" to "BELIEVE" as we Be-
lieve = and are Ready = Quick as a Wink = to go BACK
to the WARMTH = of the COMMUNE. To the "MAJORITY."
NEVER believing these Words:
OR; WORSE YET = PRETENDING to believe =
while they put out. TAPES = PAPERS = BOOKS = calling.
people BACK = into the FIRST APARTMENT = or WORSE YET =
into the "OUTER COURT!"
When you sell for that = in 1960 = with HUDSON =
or in the GC SESSION in R&H June 19, 1970 p.9,10 with
LESLIE HARDINGE = this meant NOTHING to you?
I asked a Group of FRED WRIGHT = VAN ASPEREN DEVOTEES =
are any SINS = FORGIVEN in the "OUTER COURT?" They re-
 fused to Answer. They were DUMB and GLUM.
NOT EVER WILLING to ADMIT = that they MIGHT be WRONG!
But they LIKE this: "I AM SAVED!" = BABYLON Religion =
MORE than the BABYLONIANS. As did BALLENER=CARRIGHT=
FLETCHER=FROOM=ANDERSON=RICHARDS=NICHOLS=VENDEN=PEASE=
"MANY will stand in OUR PULPITS..." TM 409.
STAND = until the SLAUGHTERING ANGELS cut them DOWN!
T5:211-2. Ezekiel 9. BECAUSE of Ezekiel 8.-----
----because of PREACHING:
"FROM THE DEVIL!" you DENY this? Then you did not Read
TM 409? "IN OUR PULPITS... KINDLED from the Hellish
Torch of SATAN!" TM 409. You say it is NOT = from the
Hellish Torch of SATAN? You defy God? You say we should
pay TITHE = for: "THOSE DUMB DOGS...!" T5:211.
WHERE did you pick that up? From these: "DUMB DOGS that
will not BARK?" They come among the WOLF=PACK of the WCC=
NCC = and WAG=THEIR=TAIL! Put out 2 Reports of how they
are kicking up their Heels = because they are winning:
"FRIENDS!" among the HOLY-HELL PORK-BEER-VODKA-PRIESTS=
where they themselves write: (In a weak Moment) = that
the AIR is so BLUE = with TOBACCO SMOKE = you can:"CUT.
IT WITH A KNIFE!" and they are:"EMBARRASSED" when the
"DRINKS" begin to Flow. (But not too much = no more than
a Whore would be.) Who also shines up to the "GREAT MEN"
of CHURCH and STATE. And NEVER is known to REBUE them
for ANYTHING! And this - just before you hurl this. Paper
down = is:"BIBLE LANGUAGE!" Find it in Revelations 14-18.
It is TIME = to TEACH this = to your Children. And NOT
learn from the Church Leaders to LUST after the GREAT
MEN of EARTH. Even to calling ORAL ROBERTS to LLU in
1983 = for RECRUITS to his MEDICAL COMPLEX. AS USUAL =
Adventists and Charismatics = UNITED! in "HOLY FLESH"=
and in the Grand "OMEGA!!" SM 2:53-4,58,95,100. -44-
THE PRIMARY CAUSE

of the Church's defection = in the Days of Isreal = when they Apostatized = usually always Due to some: "KING" = like AHAB = like SATAN; in Heaven = wanted NO: "LAW" = but his own. "The CONTEST is between the COMMANDMENTS of GOD, and the COMMANDMENTS of men." T5:81.

No! That is not exactly Right. The PRIMARY CAUSE is the SERFS = (SLAVES to men's Opinions) who by their ready assent, nay = that is not the Word. The word is: "EAGERLY ANTICIPATE" the CHANGE; instituted by EAGER-BEAVER LEADERS who know how to Win the Acclaim of the: "SENSELESS RABBLE:"

"...the CLAMOR of the MOB"..."The IGNORANT RABBLE." DA 703, 710,739. "...lest they should become ENLIGHTENED and EXPOSE the SINS of their LEADERS." EW 214,222-5.

These: "OFFSHOOTS" from the Faith = undertook to:

NEW-MODEL THE CAUSE:

"...an ARROGANT and BABBLING DESPOT, who would otherwise OVERPOWER by his IMPERIOUS LANGUAGE." GC 136.

Their SLOGAN = that brought this Church to it's 1984 = "OMEGA!!" was the Adventist Teaching for 100 Years = the SIGN of the Holy Spirit's working = is to WIN the MULTI-TUDES by the Acre. LUTHER COUNTERED THAT WITH: "The GOSPEL of Christ CANNOT be Preached = without OFFENSE." (NO OFFENSE = NO GOSPEL.) GC 165. (139.)

"Thus the 2 Movements advanced = one offering forgiveness of Sin for MONEY...Rome LICENSING SIN, and making it her source of REVENUE; the REFORMERS CONDEMNING SIN, and point- ing to Christ as the propitiation and deliverer." GC 178.

"ROME BEGAN by enjoining what God had not. FORBIDDEN, and she ENDED by FORBIDDING what He had explicitly ENJOINED." GC 290. "UNDER the GUISE of Religion...TRADITION." GC 298.

WEEK OF PRAYER

This is now = Nov.4,1983. I have just received (kind of Late!) = R&H WEEK OF PRAYER = Oct.22-29,1983. I read WILSON back-page Message. I have read p.2 "A MESSAGE FROM THE GC OFFICERS." and also p.3 + 4. A "MESSAGE" represented as from: "ELLEN G.WHITEL"

I doubt if there could be a BIGGER HOAX than that. Are you an Adventist? You let this pass? You did not DEMAND where they quoted this from? A SENTENCE here = a DASH there = a SEMI-COLON from some other Place.

THE PLOT is very Plain: A SHOWER of BLESSINGS on:"THE CHURCH." Then END with "ISRAEL" and the "JEWISH LEADERS": failed. So this will satisfy 2 Classes of people.

THE FIRST PART = STRAIGHT from the "PEN" of EG WHITE = will keep RINGING in their Ears = and no matter what follows = everything is MORE than:"PEACE and SAFETY!!" just when:"SUDDEN DESTRUCTION" comes. TM 233,407. -45-
"AND THEY SHALL NOT ESCAPE!!"

"When the PROFESSION PEOPLE OF GOD are UNITING with the World, living as they live, and JOINING with them in forbidden pleasure; when the LUXURY of the World becomes the LUXURY of the Church; when the marriage Bells are Chiming, and all are looking forward to many Years of Worldly prosperity,—then, SUDDENLY as the LIGHTNING FLASHES from the Heavens, will come the END of their BRIGHT VISIONS and DELUSIVE HOPES." 1884 GC 209,210.

GC 338, 339. (LEFT OUT of SR 355;)  
Yes = there is such a thing as Living in "A FOOL'S PARADISE." I do not know if I will put out a FLYER to EXPOSE this ASSEMBLY of WORDS = HALF SENTENCES = CUT OFF PORTIONS = a real PATCH WORK QUILT by which to go to Sleep = again. "SLEEPING PREACHERS preachers to a SLEEPING PEOPLE." T8:37,160,252,304. T2:337,439,473. T3:254. THE MINISTERS CANNOT AROUSE THEM = they are ASLEEP THEMSELVES! and if they keep on SLEEPING as they are = they will SLEEP the SLEEP of DEATH! T1:263. TM 182. RH A:343. A4:497. T5:454,457,234,15,709. T6:166. T9:40. T3:473. T1:466.

Of course - the 10 Virgin Parable - is now TABOO. WILSON would not allow it ........
It might be well = to find some way = to NEUTRALIZE their HOSTILITY.

BECAUSE

How can we be BOUNCED AROUND in our Mind = "THE CHURCH" is in the BLAZING LIGHT: And mine House = a House of Prayer = a City of Refuge = FAITHFUL SOULS!  
AND AT THE SAME TIME

She is in 'MIDNIGHT DARKNESS!' = "IMPENETRABLE!" = the ONLY MESSAGE in this MIDNIGHT HOUR = which FEW believe = and almost NONE will give:

EVER BEAR IN MIND:

what is the Meaning of: 'CHURCH? Will one Adventist Minister = in the Church or MASQUERADING in: "REFORM" = show us the ONE = that will tell us there are 2: "CHURCHES in TM 15 and 16 = and WHICH ONE is:"GOING THRU?"


What a pathetic HULK. TIMBERS ROTTEN! TM 446.
THE SDA CHURCH IS:

(1) In the "LAODICEAN" Condition. 87 Times in 6 RH Books.
(2) In the "EPHESUS" Condition. 42 Times. Feb. 25, 1902.
(3) In the "SARDIS" Condition. 14 Times. (Same reference.)
(4) In the "PHILADELPHIAN" Condition = NEVER! Yet PHILA-
DELPHIA is shown 21 Times. As the Church:"TRIUMPHANT!"
(5) WHAT do these:"CONDITIONS" mean?
(6) She is in:"MIDNIGHT DARKNESS." COL 414. GC 393.
(7) This DARKNESS is:"IMPENDENT". COL 414. SOP 2:367.
(8) In the "OMEGA" of their:"APOSTASY." COL 414.
(9) A "MOVEMENT" is to "COME." To replace them. GC 464.
(10) Because they are a:"COUNTERFEIT." GC 464.
(11) The COUNTERFEIT teaches:"NO EFFORT." GC 471.
(12) INSTANTANEOUS SANCTIFICATION. "I AM SAVED!" GC 471.
(13) "BY FAITH ALONE." = "ONLY BELIEVE." GC 471.
(14) "THIS ENSNARING DOCTRINE." GC 472.
(15) "It is NOT FAITH... it is PRESUMPTION." GC 472. SC 60-1.
(16) They are:"SINLESS." GC 473. FRED. WRIGHT = 1960.
(17) This is:"Of all SINS the most HOPELESS." COL 154.
(19) AFTER the:"MIDNIGHT CRY!" = they will KNOW it. COL 411-2.
(20) They will have NO OIL. NO HOLY SPIRIT. COL 414.420.
(21) NO DISCERNMENT. FALL FOR EVERYTHING. SM 1:196,202.
(22) NO ANCHOR. TM 412. MHP is:"ANCHOR!" EW 256. COR 36.196.
(23) NO COMPASS. RH A2:231. NO CHART. July 24, 1888. COR 36.
(24) DRIVEN ABOUT. WITH:"WINDS." What is:"WIND?" T5:80-1.
(25) LEADERS=HE CANNOT USE. LEADERS IN "SHAKING" TIME. T5:80.
(26) They have NO: OIL=NO: CHARACTER. TM 234,412.
(27) They only have:"ROTTEN TIMBERS." TM 446-7.
(28) They will be:Teaching=Doctrines of DEMONS! TM 409.
(29) AT MIDNIGHT=their "SHIP" sinks. SM 2:128. NONE RESCUED.
(30) "AWAKE from the DEAD." SM 2:382. PREACHERS will form:
(31) "CONFEDERACIES," will INCREASE. 2 PARTIES. SM 2:383.
(32) They do not have:"MARK" of PHILADELPHIA. TM 446. T8:303.
(33) "SLEEPING. PREACHERS, preaching to a SLEEPING PEOPLE.
(34) If they keep on=will SLEEP the SLEEP of "DEATH!"
(35) PREACHERS CANNOT AROUSE the people. They are ASLEEP?
(37) VOICE OUTSIDE OF THEM=STARTLES THEM AS THEY SEE:
(38) MYSTERIOUS: "PROCESSION!" COL 406. "COMPANY!" T1:182.
(42) THEY:"DENOUNCE the UNION of THE CHURCH with the WORLD.
(43) "IN THE CLOSING WORK!" PK 186-7.
(44) "When Trees without Fruit are CUT DOWN!" T5:81.(9).
(45) "...in the SHAKING TIME." T5:80. "The Lord...
(46) "CANNOT USE." = your LEADERS. T5:80.
(47) "IN THE LAST SOLEMN WORK." T5:80.
(48) "Every WIND of Doctrine will be Blowing..." T5:80.
(49) "CHAFF like a CLOUD, will be borne AWAY..." T5:81.
(50) "There are PRECIOUS ONES = NOW HIDDEN..." T5:81.
(51) "When MULTITUDES of FALSE BRETHREN..." T5:81.
(52) This is the SAME BUNCH shown in TM 16.
(53) "...are distinguished from the TRUE..." T5:81.
(54) These are called: "GOLD"=here. "RICH WHEAT." 81.
(55) As SEPARATE from: "DROSS=TARES=CHAFF=FALSE"" 81.
(56) As SEPARATE from: "TRUE=TIMID=SELF=DISTRUSTFUL." 81.
(57) This is the "CHURCH"=the APPLE of His Eye. TM:15.
(58) Not the COUNTERFEIT="SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN." TM 16.
(59) "SHAKING TIME" = is "SEPARATION TIME." COL 406.
(60) BEFORE the:"TIME OF TROUBLE" chapter. GC 613.
(61) We have SEPARATIONS in the FAMILY. GC 612.
(62) We have SEPARATIONS in the CHURCH. GC 612.
(63) The LEADERSHIP DESPERATELY scream for:"UNITY!"
(64) "PEACE and SAFETY!"="THESE DUMB DOGS!" T5:211-2.
(65) They SCREAM this to the very LAST MOMENT. GC 606-7.
(66) While they SWITCH over to EASTER=SUNDAY. GC 608.
(67) THE TRUTH will only:"MADDEN THEM!" GC 607. EW 272.
(68) This is when we Teach the SABBATH="MORE FULLY!" EW 33.
(69) "This ENRAGED the CHURCH!" WTF 19. (See how they...
(70) FIXED THAT UP by ADDING:..."ES!"=in your Book EW 33.
(71) Some EW reads:"See p. 85 + Appendix." SEE it and SEE...
(72) This only makes it WORSE! To PROTECT themselves!
(73) This:"SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN" will go to ANY LENGTHS.
(74) To TWIST the TRUTH around. As they SLASH and CUT and:
(75) DISCARD and ADD and TAKE AWAY and CHANGE! TM 469.
(76) Their:"ROOTS OF BITTERNESS!" TM: 469. LS 328.
(77) "PRACTICES: DIFFERENT THAN THIS..." TM 376. "WILL" be:
(78) "SET BEFORE the people!". TM 376."MEN at the HEART of:
(79) "THE WORK are ASLEEP." Satan has PARALYZED them...
(80) "to ENSNARE=DECEPTIVE=DESTROY=TEAR=DOWN=and Cry:
(81) "PEACE, PEACE!" ("IN GREAT DARKNESS!")T2:439, 440.
(82) WE ARE TO FOLLOW THESE BLIND LAODICIAN BATS?
(83) Over 100 TIMES she speaks of them as:"THEY" = "THEM"=
(84) "THEIR"=T2:439 to 444. 6 Pages!"WE" is another Class.
(85) As long as you do not have that "STRAIGHT" = T7:139.
(86) You will have NOTHING STRAIGHT! TM 362, 376, 490,507.
(87) Most of the "NEW" Members are "BORNED" Adventists.
(88) They have NO EXPERIENCE. HOT-HOUSE PLANTS. THEY are
(89) the ones now taking over this Church. IN AMERICA.
(90) THIS is ADMITTED by "BORNED" Adventist WILSON in
"WEEK OF PRAYER"=R&H. Oct.13, 1983. p.32. 48
They speak of "HISTORIC ADVENTISM" or "TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM" as if they had no knowledge of what it is. To them it is "TRADITIONAL" as they write in the R&H, Sept. 22, 1983, p. 23 = one of these: "BORNED!" Adventists to him: "TRADITIONAL!" Adventism (he saw nothing else since the Days of NICHOLS) = but DRUGS & CHRISTMAS! "SHARE OUR TRADITIONAL" 23. When this Sort of Wet Behind the Ears GREEN FRY = INEXPERIENCED = come to the WCC = having NO WAY to PROVE THEM = WRONG = (as EGW did in T5:711-718.) But this R&H "PEACE + SAFETY" = Prophet asks: "WHETHER THE WCC?" R&H, Sept. 18 1983 p. 14. And gives = NO REPLY. NAY! WORSE! Yet he goes there = holds a "GOLD DETECTOR" against them = and discovers = "PURE GOLD!" When the instrument he has only picks up: "FOOL'S GOLD!" = same one crossed the Wires. So he comes up with: "Some features that Adventists might take to heart...a great many people of SENSITIZED MORAL CONSCIENCE...We...COOPERATE in limited areas..." p. 8-11. Such as DISPLAYING THE "CRO056" = front page = R&H Oct. 13, 1983 "WEEK OF PRAYER" = "CATHOLICS place CROSSES upon their CHURCHES!" GC 566, 1884; GC 584, No. 1, "JESUITS" also placed CROSSES on "THEIR" Churches such as the HIDDEN "CROSS" in this R&H. "WEEK OF PRAYER" = SPECIAL. p. 25. This "ENSEMBLE MUMMY!" 1884; GC 63; GC 59. "FRONT PAGE" = R&H August 25, 1983 = "A SYMBOL OF LIFE" = hands a Baby to PHILIP a POTTER = Head of WCC = under whose Reign = GOVERNMENTS have been TOPPLED = and are being TOPPLED = with WCC MONEY! $105,000.00 to SWAPO alone! US: $446,000,000 in 1983 alone. THEIR OWN FIGURES = since 1970 = US$: 5,710; 500.00 to COMBAT RACISM = by COMMUNIST GUERRILLA WARFARE. And this is =: (According to this Adventist Kid and we are to follow him! "UNITE!!! with THEM = as they see!:) "POTTER, WCC...A SYMBOL OF LIFE!!!" = USING THE + OFFERINGS for this R&H FRONT PAGE DISPLAY = WORSE THAN DAVENPORT ever was! And the Text reads: "In all, I saw many evidences of CHRISTIAN CARE and friendship, I met many FINE PEOPLE." That was R&H August 25, 1983, p. 4 (94) NO BELIEF in the SOP = T5:711 to 718; GC 443 to 445. (95) NO KNOWLEDGE of what the SOP teaches. See what they (96) STUDY...in ANDREWS! They prefer F. F. BRUCE. R&H, Sept. 22, (97) 1983, p. 6 = only ONE of 100 MORE! + then talk "FORD!!" (98) So we are to "UNITE!!! with him. It is clear that there must be a spirit of UNITY BEFORE the worldwide church can be VICTORIOUS!!!" p. 5. R&H Sept. 1, 1983. 017-49-
Some are ready to "Bet=their=LIFE!" that they will NEVER be either "UNITED!" when the Lord "SCATTERS!" them. EW 69. "SCATTERING TIME!" before the:"GATHERING(SEALING) TIME!" SO TERRIBLY "SCATTERED!" = that: "The TIME is Coming when we shall be SEPARATED and SCATTERED, and each ONE of us WILL=HAVE=TO=STAND=WITOUT the privilege of COMMUNION with these of like precious Faith!" CWE 42. T5:463. TM 247. Eze.13:5. PK 645,660. SG 2:201. RH A4:417. L884 GC 283. "We must learn to stand ALONE...The SOONER we learn this = the BETTER!" EW 105,120. GC 142,395. PUR 203.

Some of us are also ready to DENY = another Adventist Kid's Offering: "It is God. Himself who COMMANDS us to UNITE. Church membership links us with Christ." p.5. This same R&H Sept.1,1983. But God says:____________________

(100)"I KNOW thy WORKS!...and have NEED of NOTHING!"

(101)"ONE will arise, and still ANOTHER, with "NEW LIGHT" which CONTRADICTS the LIGHT that God has given...God will AROUSE His people; if other means fail, HERESIES will come IN among them, which will SIFT them, SEPARATING the CHAFF from the WHEAT." CWE 32,40.


(103)This young Fry = will come up with:"In UNITY there is POWER. When we become ONE under the influence of the Holy Spirit, there will be POWER in the church. With that POWER, we will soon finish God's work on Earth." p.8. R&H Sept.1,1983. THAT is the SLOGAN of the ECUMENICAL ILLUMINATI MOVEMENT. SATAN is the:"GREAT UNIFIER!" He so UNIFIES the CHURCH and the WORLD=(TM 265. PK 187. GC 606-8,444-5.) that they are on that DEVIL'S TRAIN!

(105)"It seemed the WHOLE WORLD was on Board, that there could not be ONE LEFT." EW 88,263. They are:

(106)"Binding in BUNDLES ready to BURN." EW 88.

(107)FROOM=WILSON=HAMMILL and the JEWISH TALMUD = want us to go by the:"MAJORITY?" They TRIED that in the Days of LOT=NOAH=and in the Days of Christ - we go by NO MAJORITY because:

(108)"When the MAJORITY forsake us....when CHAMPIONS are FEW = this will be our TEST." T5:136.RH A1:297. A5:245.

(109)Some Years back=the HYPOCRITES could get away with the PRETENSE that they were going by the SOP = that CORYN PRETENSE has long since FLED. Only the SANTEES (Admittedly "DEMON-POSSESSED"+ could successfully make that PRETENSE now.) They DISOWN us - we DISOWN them. -50-
(110) THIS INEXPERIENCED YOUNG FRY = are sent by their Parents with the Church's Blessing = to all sorts of WORLDLY SEMINARIES = and think what they learn = is WONDERFUL EYES BIG with WONDER at the SOPHISTRIES they can Sling around.

"GOOD NEWS UNLIMITED" = EDWARDS = FORD = SMUTS = van ROOYEN = SAME AS BRINSMEAD = JARNE = PAXTON = DURST = "Sole Scripture" = October 1983 Issue. Start off, as does the Adventist Minister = saying he does not: 'CRITICIZE' and after thus Boxing himself in = takes off and: 'CRITICIZES CONDEMN FONDS = FAULT = CHARACTER = ASSASSINATES = DEGRADES = PUTS DOWN' while MEALY = MOUTHED: pretending he does not do any of that! SO ALSO = these Young INEXPERIENCED GREEN FRY = follow the SAME PATTERN which they learned at HOME = in the Church = in the SEMINARY and START OFF = avowing they go:

"...on the SOLE AUTHORITY of Scripture ALONE!" p.2.

And it would be a MIRACLE if they do not start on the SAME PAGE or the NEXT PAGE and start quoting: "ENGLISH THEOLOGIANS = 'BISHOP JOHN ROBINSON' = H. MARSHALL = RUDDLE = BULTMANN = (Are we still in ENGLAND?) = BRAaten HARRISVILLE = CONZELMANN = DIBELLUS = BORNKAMM = PERRIN = (Did not even get past p.2) = BRINSMEAD quoted over 120 of them in ONE MAGAZINE! So they go by the 'BIBLE ALONE'? They learned well from the PROFESSIONAL LIAR = FROM:

(111) It is no exaggeration to say that they go by 666.

(112) They POUR through the BOOKS by the OTHER CHURCHES.

(113) So did FROM = WILSON = LEFT = MD = 320 to = 322.

(114) They HONOR them give them: "MINISTERIAL CREDITS".

(115) Give them that: "SEAT OF LIES" = the BIGGEST CHURCHES.

(116) DESMOND FORD: 'WHAT SHOULD BE OUR ATTITUDE to such creedal statements? We should neither DEIFY nor DESPISE such. Neither should we exaggerate the DIFFERENCES. Probably in at least 80% of Christian Issues MOST CHURCHES ARE AGREED!" (EMPHASIS OURS.) (Do you feel like WRETCHING about now?) p.7. "THE CHRISTIAN'S CREED" = GNU = FORD =

(117) WILSON and his Right-Hand man = HEPPENSTALL = want that Sort of Stuff = so they Called him BACK. For MS:

(118) We have NO TIME to consider such further = we only set forth an EXAMPLE you never saw it!: NOTHING WRONG! In the Days of 'LIVING TEMPLE' = that JONES WAGGNER felt for = WILLIE WHITE = also saw it!: "NOTHING WRONG!!!"

(119) ELLEN WHITIE SAI'D = of: 'HOLY FLESH' = "your wild demonstrations create only DISGUST in the minds of unbelievers. FANATICISM ... once started and left uncheckeds is as hard to quench as a FIRE which has attained hold of a Building ... SATAN is rallying his forces ... SHOW THEM THE CHARACTER BUILDING which must be carried on ... MANY SUCH MOVEMENTS will arise at this Time." 1963 SEMINARY COURSE T-570. (Ask White Estate for List of Publications.) -51-
AND OF "LIVING TEMPLE"=not EGW=but the "ANGEL" said:
(SAME AS WHAT THIS YOUNG FRY IS WRITING:) "In this Book
("LIVING TEMPLE")="there are statements that the writer
himself DOES=NOT=COMPREHEND. Many things are stated in
a VAGUE, UNDEFINED WAY.(And this is the kindest thing
that could be said for some of this present GUNK from:
"THE BIBLE ALONE!!" = from:"SATAN ALONE!!")

"Statements are made in such a way that NOTHING=
IS=SURE. And this is not the ONLY PRODUCTION of the Kind
that WILL(PREDICTION) WILL be urged upon the people.
FANCIFUL VIEWS WILL(PREDICTION) WILL be presented by
MANY MINDS." SEMINARY COURSE S-270. 1959.

CONSIDER this Statement:in the Light that DANIELLS
SAID(all this was Written by DANIELLS)=under the GUISE
that "PANTHEISM"=was a thing of the Past = this was en-
titled:"SAVED=FROM=PANTEISTIC=TEACHING." (Does the
above sound like they were:"SAVED??" = ???)

For those so eager to look up:"PANTHEISM"=
"Of your own selves shall men arise, speaking PERVERSE
THINGS, to draw away disciples after them." This WILL
(PREDICTION) WILL be seen among the people of God, and
there WILL(PREDICTION) WILL be those(and have we seen.
them!) who are UNABLE to PERCEIVE... (TRUTH FROM ERROR).
The moral sight of these men is DISEASED...they will
mistake LIGHT for ERROR...They will FALL...one delusion
after another until their Senses are PERVERTED." MM 98.

"NOT=ONE=THREAD of Pantheism is to be drawn into
the Web. SENSUALITY, ruinous to soul and body, is always
the RESULT..." MM 98.

"Some shall depart from the Faith, giving heed to
seducing spirits, and Doctrines of Devils." This is what
WE may expect. OUR GREATEST TRIALS WILL(PREDICTION) WILL
come because of that.Class who have ONCE advocated the
Truth, but who turn from it to the World, and TRAMPLE it
under their feet in HATE and DERISION...The ATTACKS of
the Enemy must be MET...Falsehoods must be UNMASKED...
WE=SHALL=NOT=STAND=GUILTEELESS. if we neglect this solemn
Duty...We are to RESIST theirs spirit and INFLUENCE."Ev.
624-5. "MEET the WINDING ERROR of FALSE TEACHERS." 626.
(25) We do NOT go by the Bible. "ALONE!!" We must ADD:
(26) "THE SPIRIT...will GUIDE you into all Truth." John
16:12. Christ will SEND HIM=from the Most Holy "PLACE"
(27) We see those REJECTING this LIGHT=go by BABYLON =
"ALONE!!" = they can go to: PERDITION. = "ALONE!!"
(28) We need not miss their. "Company." PT 64.
(29) We go with the:"REMNANT." = "The REMNANT that is
ESCAPED of the House of JUDAH...For OUT of JERUSALEM
shall go forth a REMNANT." PK 360-1. -52-
"A VERY SMALL REMNANT." "THE FEEBLE REMNANT." PK 324.
'The REMNANT of JUDAH." "50,000." PK 552,559.
'The FAITHFUL REMNANT." "THE REMNANT CHURCH." 560,588.
'GOD'S PEOPLE in the CLOSING SCENES...THE REMNANT CHURCH...Those who KEEP...the COMMANDMENTS of God and the FAITH of JESUS...HERE IS A LITTLE COMPANY." PK 587. RH 5:385.
'THE DESPISED REMNANT...the SEAL of the Living God...the 144,000...them that are ESCAPED of Israel." PK 591-2.
'SCATTERED TRIBES of ISRAEL...DELIVER THYSELF, O Zion, that dwellest with the daughter of BABYLON...Many of these were to be NUMBERED among the REMNANT." PK 599. RH 5:389.
'In the Time of the END...GOD'S REMNANT PEOPLE, standing before the World as REFORMERS, are to show that the LAW of God is the FOUNDATION of all enduring REFORM...They are REPAIRERS of the BREACH." PK 678. RH A5:387.
'These PROMISES were CONDITIONAL on OBEDIENCE." PK 704.
'His Church...are NUMBERED among SPIRITUAL ISREAL...at the Time of their DELIVERANCE from BABYLON." PK 714.
(There goes your SUPERSTITION that these are only ADVENTISTS to be:"NUMBERED." There will not be ONE ADVENTIST.)
'THE HOLY ANGELS...to GATHER the REMNANT CHURCH from among the NATIONS." PK 728. T5:472. EW 255.
'CONQUERING and to CONQUER." PK 725.
'This is SEAL 6. CHURCH...LEFT OUT! RH A3:44. May 2, 1893. "THE 5th SEAL...under the ALTAR." Rev. 6:9. AFTER THIS is 6th SEAL of 144,000. Rev. 6:12. and the whole Chapter 7 to give us the DETAILS. ALL THIS IN THIS VERBOTE TESTIMONY not according to any "URIAH SMITH" the Adventist FALSE PROPHET. The PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH is the CHURCH = 'TRIUMPHANT!!!" RH A3:44.
'SEAL 6. CHURCH is the LAST. CHURCH = is the SEALING CHURCH = even the 5th SEAL was in the FUTURE in T9:267.
'There are some who are:"FEARFULLY DECEIVED!" T9:267.
'THEY WILL BE FOUND WANTING." T9:267. (When God pronounces "JUDGMENT.")." In these Scriptures 2 PARTIES are brought to view...ONE PARTY...took SIDES with THOSE with whom the Lord has a CONTROVERSY. They MISINTERPRET the MESSAGES SENT THEM." T9:268.
'To those who go OUT to meet the Bridegroom is this MESSAGE GIVEN...While all the World is plunged in DARKNESS." COL 420.
'It will not do for us to FLOAT ALONG with the current, guided by TRADITION + PRESumptuous FALLACIES." SM 1:93.
'There are MANY among us who are PREJUDICED." Thou sayest, I am RICH..." This Scripture applies to those who live under the SOUND of the MESSAGE, but who will not COME to HEAR it." SM 1:413-4. "LIKE THE WORLD...NO DIFFERENCE can be SEEN." RH A4:548,200,556. T8:41-2. -53-
The Remnant. (Not Adventists AT ALL! See bottom of Page. They did not know the Sabbath Truth, PROVING the "REMNANT" owe allegiance to NO CHURCH! But they are WISE enough to accept this:) "It was represented to me that the REMNANT followed Jesus INTO the Most Holy "PLACE." EW 255. (For which they will be SEALED.)

When this Time of Trouble comes...The SEAL of the LIVING GOD is upon His people. THIS SMALL REMNANT."T5:213.

They will: "DENOUNCE!" PK 187. LP 306.


They will: "EXPOSE!" AA 387,394,473,475,385,383.

They will: "UNMASK!!" GC 606. PK 385.

They will: "WARN!!" AA 394. "CORRECT!!" (Same.)

They will: "TEAR DOWN!!" LP 157.

They will: "DESTROY!=BREAK!=CUT DOWN their GROVES...

They will: "BURN!=HEW DOWN (their) IMAGES!" Ex.34:13.

They will: "DESTROY! (their) NAMES!!" Deut.12:2,3.

They will: "The ACCUSED became the ACCUSERS!" LP 13.

They will NOT: (be) "FALSE SYMPATHIZERS!!" T1:213-6.

They will NOT: (be) "BLINDED by SATAN!!" LP 231.

They will NOT: (be) "FRANTIC WITH RAGE!!" LP 231.

They will NOT: "Engage in LAWSUITS!!" T1:212.

They will NOT: "MINGLE with the WORLD!!" T1:212.

They will NOT: (be) "The most BITTER OPPONENTS of Truth today are...those who PROFESS..."LP 279.

7ONE MAIN REASON they QUIT printing: "LIFE OF PAUL"=because it is about the STRONGEST BOOK that we must: "CONDEMN!!"=-if we expect to be SAVED. LP 13,45,147,152,171, 177,180,189,192,200,230,293,321-2,328,333. They lifted 200 "CONDEMN" statements out of that ODOM INDEX so that "CONDEMN" and "FIND FAULT"=is in their BIVOUAC.)

They have the RIGHT to it = we DO NOT.

"The popular SINS and INDULGENCES of our Day = should be CONDEMNED and practical Godliness ENFORCED!" T4:396. (And 200 more.)

If you see the SINS of: "BABYLON!!"=so that you OBEY the Lord and SEPARATE=and "SHOW" them "ALL" their "ABOMI-NATIONS!!"=are you not = "CONDEMNING?" WHY did the FROOMS try their MASSIVE="COVER-UP??" so we would not be SEALED?

And because THE SPIRIT is to come, NOT to PRAISE men or to build up their ERRONEOUS THEORIES, but to RE-PROVE...many turn away from it...WHEN=IT=SHALL=COME=AS= A=REPROVER, through any human agent whom GOD=SHALL= CHOOSE, it is man's place to HEAR and OBEY...THESE LEADERS..."(SHOULD NOT) ACT=LIKE=MENT=WHO=HAVE=LOST= THEIR=REASON!!" TM 65,70, "So filled with HATRED they could HARDLY be RESTRAINED." TM 72-3. GC 607. ST 4:62.

Nice people.
(169) 1888 was the Year of the CHANGED "GREAT CONTROVERSY."
(170) URIAH SMITH and WEE WILLIE WHITE were on that COMMITTEE.
(171) URIAH SMITH led the Van in 1888. (OLSON BOOK p.92.)
(172) "That men should keep alive the spirit which ran RIOT at MINNEAPOLIS is an offense to God. ALL=HEAVEN=IS=INDIG-NANT at the spirit that FOR YEARS has been revealed in our PUBLISHING INSTITUTION AT BATTLE CREEK...He will VISIT for these things." TM 76-7.
(173) They CHANGED BOOKS=ARTICLES=MAGAZINES=and stood DEFI-ANTLY: "SECRET...ROOTS OF BITTERNESS...DISSENSION...CRITI-CISMS...THIS=MUST=BE=CUT=OUT, and THAT=MUST=BE=CHANGED... Voices were DECIDED and DEFIANT...their ACCUSATIONS and CONDEMNATIONS...The LORD has NOT PRESIDED at this Council." TM 469. LS 328. SM 1:41. RH A2:385. LS 201. B7:57. A:300.
(174) She said this was the same as Elder CAIN killing his younger Brother = ABEL. TM 77. Series A:147.
(175) "Being the ELDEST, (CAIN) thought that ABEL should follow his Example...the attributes of SATAN will be re-vealed...THIS DISPOSITION is manifested in OUR INSTITUTIONS,...THEY are indulging the very same spirit as did KORAH, DATHAN, and ABIRAM, and as did the JEWS in the Days of Christ." TM 78. (Still speaking of the spirit of 1888.)
(176) "Woe unto you, SCRIBES and PHARISEES, HYPOCRITES!...if God spares their lives, and they nourish the SAME SPIRIT that marked their course of action both BEFORE (They voted themselves in to CHANGE=THE=BOOKS before 1888, it was in 1883.) both BEFORE and AFTER the MINNEAPOLIS meeting, they will fill up to the full the Deeds of those whom Christ CONDEMNED when He was upon the Earth." TM 79.
(177) "They BEGAN this SATANIC WORK at MINNEAPOLIS...they HATED it the MORE = because it was a Testimony AGAINST THEM...Yet these men have been holding POSITIONS of TRUST, and have been MOLDING the work after their own similitude, as FAR as they possibly could..." TM 80.
(178) "Those who are now FIRST...will soon be LAST, unless they REPENT...MINISTERS of DARKNESS, BLIND Leaders of the BLIND. "Clouds they are without WATER, carried about of WINDS; TREES whose fruit withereth, without fruit, TWICE DEAD, pulled up by the Roots." TM 80-1,155,451. COR 36. RH A1:208. A2:423. (Can you imagine FROOM? His VICIOUS ATTACK against anyone that would REPEAT THIS TESTIMONY? He would be GUILTY of:) "(DEROGATORY)=DEFAMATION of the... DEAD...such INDICTMENT=TRAITORSHIP=INFIDELITY=DERECTION= MALFEASANCE=ACCUSATION!" LEF=MD 364. -55-
RE-READ (177)="They BEGAN this SATANIC WORK at MINNEAPOLIS... (in 1888)." (THEY ARE:)="MINISTERS OF DARKNESS!" (And that was TM 80-1. 1895.)

IF WE BELIEVE THAT = IF WE TEACH THAT =

WE ARE BRANDED BY FROOM = in the JOINT BOOK with WILSON = "MOVEMENT OF DESPERATION!" p.16,364 =

WE ARE GUILTY OF: "TRAITORSHIP!"="INFIDELITY!"="DEROGATORY!"="DERELICTION!"="MALFEASANCE!"="ACCUSATION!" = IF=WE=BELIEVE=God! and NOT FROOM=Wilson!

THEN WE ARE GUILTY of:"DEFAMATION OF THE DEAD!"
So they wrote in their JOINT BOOK = p.364.

Well, yes = she did say they are not only DEAD= but:"TWICE DEAD = PLUCKED UP BY THE ROOTS!" TM 81.
(Also 155=also 451=also 50 other References!)

But we must not AGREE WITH THAT! Lest Froom=Wils on will GET YOU! as they HURL their RAIN=OF=INVECTIVES AGAINST THE:"TESTIMONY OF JESUS."

We are to go by the "TESTIMONY" of Froom=Wilson! MY! Aren't we SHAKING in our BOOTS!

"IN THE LAST SOLEMN WORK...HE CANNOT USE THEM!" T5:80. "Because thou art LUKEWARM...He CANNOT offer up your PRAYERS!" T6:408. (Because they are offered up to the DEAD=DEVIL-POSSESSED "OUTER COURT"=to the god of this World. EW 261) "The ANCIENT MEN...These DUMB DOGS that would not BARK (would not BARK at the WCC=NCC would not BARK at BILLY GRAHAM=ORAL ROBERTS=but UNITED with them in "KEY.'73"=and because of that):"THESE DUMB DOGS...ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211.

If we BELIEVE THAT! we are GUILTY of:"DEFAMATION=OF=THE=DEAD!" = Yes, we are.

REALLY DEAD! THEY ARE: "TWICE DEAD!" TM 81.

We could go on to Show what the Lord thinks of THEM!
We could go on to fill this Publication.
We could go on to fill ANOTHER 58 page PUBLICATION.
We could go on with 500 more WITHERING INDICTMENTS! BUT = AS THE KILLER JEWS OF OLD=

we are NOT to Believe the:"TESTIMONY OF JESUS!" as to what they HAD done = WILL do = and ARE doing. No, we are to FORGET all that = FORGIVE all that = and go by the HIGH-PRIEST and his GANG =

we are to TREMBLE in our Boots lest we OFFEND THEM!

Sr. White TREMBLED in her BOOTS=as she saw in Vision= their:"OMEGA OF APOSTASY!"="LIVING TEMPLE contains the ALPHA...I knew that the OMEGA would follow in a little while(get BETTER=FROOM!) and I TREMBLED for our people." SM 1:203. B2:53. (The BOOK they COULDN'T BURN!)

(But REMAINS to INDICT THEM! That is to say=for ALL who want to Believe the Prophet and NOT "THEM!!") -56-
NEWS ITEMS:

CANCER NEWS JOURNAL=7740 W. Manchester, Suite 110, Playa del Rey, CA 90291. $2.00 a Copy. SUMMER 1983. Get it.
WAYNE MARTIN ARTICLES. Perhaps the Best in the World. This issue is a SUMMARY of World-Wide and Mexican Treatments, with a New One.

We are as interested in this Subject as in Religion. BECAUSE = what "CURES"=will "PREVENT." Wayne Martin uses Modulations for this purpose also. "PREVENTION."

HERPES:

Charles Bush writes of $100.00 'GUARANTEED' HERPES CURE or your money back. One ounce does the Job. 3 drops in 8 ounces of Water = 3 times a Day. Sores and Symptoms gone in 2 Weeks. Call Jim at (619) 753-1688. Or WRITE:

SWAP-A-TAPE, 569 First St., ENCINITAS, CA 92024.

Take at your own Risk and your own Responsibility. If it does the Job = let us know. Also if it does not.

TAPES.

Special 1983 Tapes did more Good than anything we have done. TAPE-CUSTODIAN = Ann DeMichael, 2924 Penny Lane, YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio. 44515. Has been after me for a long Time to give her an up-to-Date List of Names that should have Tapes. But I am Sorry that I sent Tapes without keeping proper Records. So if you will write = telling her which Tapes you HAVE = she can send you more. If you get Duplicates = DO NOT return them = LOAN them out. If they want to Buy them, they are $3.00 each or 2 for $5.00.

We will use the SAME NUMBERS for 1983 Tapes - that we used in FOX SERIES #4 PUBLICATION #569. April 15, 1983. You may receive them with just the #. You can write it on with a LAUNDARY or PERMANENT INK PEN. All these Tapes are C-90.

We are Reviewing which older Tapes to DISCONTINUE = we may discontinue some of these without Notice. If you want: "ALL 1983 TAPES" and find some MISSING = this is the Reason.

(1) Jan.8, 1983. "POWER!"
(2) Jan.9, 1983. "PUBLIC
    RELATIONS."
(3) Jan. 10, 1983. "HUDSON."
(4) Feb. 9, 1983. "SANCTUARY."
(5) April 2, 1983. "HOEHN=FER- FORD."
(6) April 9, 1983. "WILSON-

(7) No date. "NEW AGE # 1."
(8) April 16, 1983. "NEW AGE TERLY # 2."

(Many who could not understand this Tape nor "FOX SERIES" # 569=was because the 1983 QUARTERLY sent to us BOLDLY SAID it was from the:"GENERAL CONFERENCE"=but that was from SACRAMENTO "REFORM" who IMITATE THE BIG CHURCH in about EVERYTHING that matters. So with this.)

(Do they MEET the "I AM SAVED!" ABOMINATION? The FORD defection? No.) They are ONE.
"REFORM" in Vancouver, BC Canada = Sold out to BRINS-MEAD when he came = 95% including the LEADER. "REFORM" in the Okanagan Valley = the same.

SCHIMPF BROTHERS = Chief Writers for Canadian Branch of "REFORM" went to BRINSMEAD MEETINGS = fell for it, Hook, Line, and Sinker. So did DURST. So did BAERS.

These people want EVERYTHING from us = but SELDOM give anything to us. The FIRST real thing given to our Group from the BAERS, formerly LEADERS of EASTERN "REFORM" was the FORD TAPES! The LAW cannot be kept! Never dreamt that "REFORM" would Fall at that Low. So it seems with the 2nd. Quarter "QUARTERLY"=(and we have NEVER seen any Writings where they ATTACK = FORDISM=BRINSMEDIUM= or take a Stand FOR THE MOST HOLY "PLACE!" It seems, just like the Mass of Adventists = they also: CANNOT= CARE= LESS! "They seemed INDIFFERENT and CARELESS... the Angels LEFT those who made NO EFFORT..." T1:180-1. EW 270.

So TAPE #9= "1983 QUARTERLY # 2" remains. THE CHURCH are PHARISEES(T3:193. T1:331. SM 2:376, 378. DA 280, 475, 618, 508. COL 117, 158, 160). These are SADDUCEES = in a CRISIS HOUR = they UNITE DA 405-6, 537-8.

NEW TAPES:

(10) July 2, 1983. BUHLER=ALSETH at HOEHN. TAPE (1).
(11) July 2, 1983. SAME. TAPE (2).
(12) July 8, 1983. HOEHN=ALSETH at BRO. RAY and the BOYS, CLEARWATER, BC. (Only on Request. NOT CLEAR.)
(13) July 23, 1983. HAWORTH=CUNNINGHAM=DAVIS at HOEHN.
(14) Sept. 3, 1983. DAVIS=ARCHER GROUP at HOEHN.
(15) Nov. 6, 1983. "BABYLON." (SANCTUARY.)

COMING TAPES

(16) Tentative #. "HOEHN=FERRELL"=(10 COM."ARK.")
(17) Tentative #. "RIGHTEOUSNESS OF CHRIST."

WHO ARE THE WORST PEOPLE ON EARTH?

THE PAGES LEFT OUT of 1884 GC 337 to 340 tells us this. It is those who KNOW the TRUTH = fully AWARE of the OMEGA of 1984 APOSTASY in AUSTRALIA and around the World = and after summing it all up = Tell you to REMAIN in that RH A3:233 "CAGE of every UNCLEAN and HATEFUL Bird." TM 265. No "ARK"=1884 GC 24. GC 24. All they had was a:"STRANGE BEING." 1884 GC 32. GC 30. This pathetic: "WOE!" creature = for 7 Years he said: "WOE! WOE! WOE!"=but he did not know WHERE the WOE was coming to or why. "NOT ONE CHRISTIAN PERISHED!" 1884 GC 32. GC 30. Because the CHRISTIANS fled "OUT!" at the SIGNS. But this "WOE!" person = did not know enough to: "FLEE!" to save his Life. So he: "...was SLAIN in the Siegel" Let us OBEY the MIDNIGHT CRY. -58-